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checkpoint

The Mushing Magazine crew heads into the White Mountains National Recreation Area for a few days of cabin camping.

A

s the dryland season wraps up for many of us, issue
#166 welcomes snow season! We’re lucky to have some
here in interior Alaska. To all of you who have had a
warmer beginning to your winter– we are doing our snow dance
for you. Here’s hoping by the time you receive this, you'll be
blanketed in white stuff and riding on the runners.
You'll find this issue is bookended by some of the fastest dogs in
our sport, featuring a double-dose of "Superdogs" from both the
Bloch family and Mike Marsch, the reigning 6-dog International
Federation of Sleddog Sports (IFSS) champions in snow and
dryland racing, respectively. Posting speeds that average over 21
mph, it's no question these canines are super-powered!
Speaking of fast, congrats to all competitors from the Dryland
World Championships at Bristol. We've got a race wrap-up for you
and two whole spreads of stunning photos from an action-packed
four days in Quebec.
Here at Mushing, we are admittedly science geeks, so when
we get our hands on new mushing studies, we get pretty darn
excited. If you are also fascinated by the inner workings of the
sport, go straight to this issue's "VetCheck", which features
the results of a study on orthopedic injuries during the 2011
Iditarod. Veterinarians Dirsko von Pfeil, Bill Liska, Stu Nelson,

Sabine Mann, and Joseph Wakshlag dedicated their own time,
money, and resources to conduct this study and improve our
understanding of the sport of mushing. We’re grateful for their
work and happy to share it with you. We’re also interested to hear
your feedback and interpretation of the information that these
authors graciously provided. If you have thoughts on this study
or any of our articles, please contact us via email, social media, or
good old fashioned mail. Addresses below.
We’d also like to welcome back Joe Henderson, "The Arctic
Traveler", as a contributor. After a few years away, we're excited to
have him back. His experiences and photos of unsupported Arctic
exploration are incredible, and so is his training advice.
And, as race season is upon us, we've included a race calendar
for January and February. We can't wait to help you follow all
the harness-banging and hook-pulling. We'll be at many events
across the northern hemisphere- don’t forget to re-subscribe so
you don't miss any of the action!
-Jake Witkop
jake@mushing.com
2300 Black Spruce Ct
Fairbanks, AK 99709
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superdogs
Bloch family

2015 IFSS Snow
World Champion
6-dog class

Todtmoos, Germany

text and photos courtesy of the Bloch family

“In 1977, our father, Thierry Bloch, started with Greenland dogs, some Siberian
Huskies, and later, Alaskan Huskies from Terry Martin (Idaho). Since the kennel’s
inception, we have been involved in the sport as a family and it wasn’t long until
the eldest Bloch daughter, Karine, took over the runners and carried the family
flag at races.
The main roots behind our dogs were established after Karine spent the winter
of 1999 at Yan and Lollo Swenson’s in Sweden. Also, some of the lines came from
Taïna Terras and Permentier; though, they are nearly the same lines as Swenson’s.
We have also gotten a few dogs from Egil Ellis and Helen Lundberg that have
come to fine tune our small kennel - we now have 8 dogs (two are 9 years old).
Under Yan and Lollo’s guidance, Karine worked on behavior and building strong
relationships within the kennel. Julie, who is now the boss, works on full control
training and almost perfect obedience. Her work, with help from Trnka’s team
from the Czech Republic, has led the team to become one of the best 6-dog teams
in Europe.
We want to thank Julie for training and racing the team during the last winter
when Karine was medically not allowed to drive them. We also thank Joseph
Fourier Sciences University (Grenoble) who have permitted Karine the time to
train and race, Tim Hunt for previous support with Momentum dog food, and
Royal Canin for their current support."

Chrome ♂

31 kg (68 lbs}
Nippon x Missa, breeder: Bloch

2008

Out of the 1st litter of Nippon and Missa, Chrome
is an amazing dog. He has never been injured, has
great feet, and has run every heat of every race
since his yearling year in 2010. Although he runs
every position in the team, he seems to run best
in the middle as he’s the true central point of my
team. He’s fast, powerful, gee/haw leader, and
gets better as the speed increases. Big dog, but
is able to run many kilometers at very high speed,
effortlessly. The fastest one! SP6 WC 2015
4
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Marco ♂

28 kg (62 lbs}
2007

Nassi x Tina, breeder: Marc Permentier

I bought Marco at the age of 2.5. Marco…we
can have just one dog in the kennel like him, no
more!! Marco is high energy, always at 200%,
never tired, but he makes me tired!! He was able
to run in lead, but mostly ran in wheel. He’s now
retired. I bred him with Cade in 2011, and this
breeding gave me great dogs. He produces better
dogs than himself, even though he is an amazing
dog.

Nippon ♂

29 kg (64 lbs}
2003-2013

Dollar x Peach, breeder: Ellis

I bought Nippon at the age of 4 from J.Trnka (CZ). Nippon
was a very nice dog, though a little bit shy. Nippon was a
pure black beauty, with a lot of charisma, and a beautiful
body. He was fast, powerful, and had a very strong head.
He died at 10 years old in my arms after a cerebral stroke. I
bred him with Missa in 2008, and this litter was amazing,
so I re-bred this litter in 2013.

Kerels ♂

32 kg (70 lbs}
2011
main leader

Marco x Cade, breeder: Bloch

Kerels is an amazing dog. In the team since he was
a yearling, he became my main leader together
with Victor, after the death of his mother. He’s
fast, powerful, true gee/haw leader, ran every
heat in lead of the 2015 WC. Very strong head,
big dog with big heart, always doing his best,
whatever the conditions and his position in the
team. Very affectionate dog, very good eater and
drinker - the dream dog. SP6 WC 2015
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Victor ♂

28.5 kg (63 lbs}

Porto ♂

2011

main leader

32 kg (70 lbs}

Ruby x Velvet, breeder: Ellis

Victor arrived in the kennel at 9 months from Egil
and Helen. Long legs, long neck… and a long
nose with a big overbite. He has raced in the
team as a yearling and became my main leader
together with Kerels, after the death of Cade. He’s
fast, true gee/haw leader, ran the 2 first heats in
lead of the 2015 WC. He loves playing, very nice
dog. Strong head, very good feet, another dog
with a very big heart. I’m confident with him in
lead. Only one default: he is a bad drinker. SP6
WC 2015

2013

Nippon x Missa, breeder: Bloch

Out of the 2nd litter of Nippon and Missa, Porto
is a very interesting young boy. In the team since
he was a yearling, he was in the team at the WC at
the age of 14 months, though he didn’t run the
last heat. He was also in the team at Lenk, CH,
with an average of 34.3 km/h the second day. He
is crazy, due to his very young age, but he will be a
true superstar of the kennel in the next years. He
has very long legs, with a very long back. Nicely
gaited when he runs. He loves to play, and is a
little bit shy in new situations. He has limitless
speed, as he’s almost deposing Chrome in speed.
SP6 WC 2015

Koning ♂

31 kg (68 lbs}
2011

Marco x Cade, breeder: Bloch

main leader

Koning is an amazing dog. He ran in lead for the 1st time at the
age of 3.5, and I put him in lead for the 1st time in a race together
with his brother for the 3rd heat of the WC. He’s becoming my
main leader alongside Victor and Kerels. He’s fast, powerful, gee/
haw leader, he’s quiet in the kennel but completely crazy in the
team. Big dog with a sweet heart, great speed coupled with a lot of
power. SP6 WC 2015

Piana ♀

25 kg (55 lbs}
2013

Nippon x Missa, breeder: Bloch

Out of the 2nd litter of Nippon and Missa,Piana is
an amazing dog. Like her brother, she has been in
the team since she was a yearling at the WC at the
age of 14 months. She is quite excited with daily
life, due to her very young age, but she will be for
sure a true superstar in the next years. She runs
in lead very well in training, and will do her first
races in lead this winter. SP6 WC 2015

Jerry ♂

26 kg (57 lbs}
2006

Galloway (Shtahl) x Aura, breeder: Marc Permentier

I bought Jerry at 1.5 years old. Jerry is the dog without a problem–
always happy with a big smile. He has a head like a rock, very good
dog, that has always done his best. He ran lead with Cade, and it
was an amazing couple. He had been in the team from his first
season in 2008 to the 2014 season. I have never bred him, but for
sure in the future.
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arctic traveler

FREIGHT
Dog 101

6

article and photos by Joe Henderson

When I built my first dog harnesses thirty-two years ago
I didn’t realize that it would lead me to a lifelong career in
freighting and arctic exploration.

september/october
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T

he harnesses were very crude with the straps cut from moose hide which I
dried, stretched and de-haired. The chest padding came from a bear who
unsuccessfully attempted to have me for his dinner. And the harness’s spreader
bar was carved from a dry spruce pole. I still use this same design today, except the
material is synthetic rather than leather. My harness’s design is similar from the old
freight harness, or “single tree harness”, which have been around for over a hundred
years.

My philosophy is simple: every member has his or
her place in the team.

After keeping a low profile in the last few years, we
are excited to have “Arctic Traveler” Joe Henderson
back on board with us at Mushing. Joe’s accessible
writing style makes his knowledge and experiences
easy to understand. We are glad to have him back!
- JW

My first dog team who wore those crudely built harnesses were a mixed-matched
mob of Alaskan huskies and Alaskan malamutes. Basically, I formed the team of
freighters from dogs that were given to me by old gold miners and trappers. I had
acquired many different sized dogs, from 60 to 140 lbs, and discovered quickly that
there is not one specific ideal-sized dog for freighting like I had read in the AKC
Alaskan malamute standards. I rarely travel on trails except the ones I’ve made. And
since snow conditions widely vary in the Arctic, it’s necessary to have a wide range
of sized dogs. Essentially the light dogs perform well on snow with punchy, or icy
surfaces, while the large brutes struggle because they punch through. But the heavyweight dogs do well in waist deep powder while the smaller guys and gals don’t have
the strength and weight to plow through like the large brutes.
My philosophy is simple: every member has his or her place in the team. Some dogs
are small, maybe too small at times, and some are too large for certain types snow
conditions but they are part of the team that is strategically woven together to create
an impenetrable strong cohesive unit. No one is removed from the team for being too
large, small, fast or too slow. If we are patient they will find their niche. But if we
treat them like gears of a machine we overlook their talents. It’s up to us to find their
strength and nourish it. And with patience it will grow.
Alaskan malamutes however, have all the important characteristics that is required
to thrive and work as freighters in the Arctic. They have thick double coats: the
undercoat is similar to wool and the outer coat is longer and oily which repels blowing
snow. Malamutes have thick bones for enduring heavy freighting and their large paws
provide them with proficient tools for breaking trail. Their legs are heavily muscled
but not too long. I have found long-legged dogs have a tough time breaking trail in very
deep snow. Breaking trail for dogs is performed like a swimming action, so dogs with
unproportioned long legs seem to get tangled in deep snow.
But the two most important traits for Arctic freighters are intelligence and efficient
metabolisms. These traits are top priorities when I select a breeding couple. In fact, I
would not be able to conduct multi-month, unassisted (without resupply) expeditions
unless the dogs did not have efficient metabolisms.
Genetically, Alaskan malamutes require relatively few calories to stay healthy and
happy. Their super-efficient metabolism is the result of living on lean rations of food in
a bitterly cold environment for thousands of years. Many of the pure Arctic dog breeds
possess this gene. Unfortunately many breeders ignore this valuable characteristic.
It’s interesting to note: their remarkably efficient metabolisms was one of the reasons
why malamutes were highly valued during the gold rush in the late 1800’s and early
1900’s. To offer you a perspective: my “old-time Alaskan husky”, Bear, who weighs
around 60 lbs, consumes more calories to stay healthy than Farmer who is almost
twice his weight, and is a purebred Alaskan malamute.
I have tried many northern dog breeds but I have found that in regards to the Alaskan
Arctic, particularly in the mountain regions, the Alaskan malamute has been more
suitable than other breeds. Besides, Alaskan malamutes originated in Alaska’s Arctic
and are believed to be a stand-alone breed and one of the most ancient domesticated

Arctic Traveler continued next page
Twenty-two dogs pulling two freight sleds tied in tandem on Alaska’s North Slope during our return
from a 68-day solo unsupported expedition. The sleds are 3 ft wide and 12 ft long.
mushing magazine
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Arctic Traveler cont'd from previous page

Smiling leaders, North Slope 2014. There are 22 dogs in the team most of which are pulling three abreast in a
hitch system that I designed over 15 years ago. You can read about it in Mushing Magazine archives: "Arctic
Traveler: Henderson’s Hitches".
dog breeds in the world. So, they have an
inherent natural tendency to be well-suited
for the extreme elements of Alaska’s Arctic.
Another strong trait that Alaskan
malamutes possess is they are the definition
of cheerful warriors. That’s what makes
them very special. They are tough! They
always seem to be wearing smiles regardless
of traveling conditions or brutally cold
temperatures. I’ve always thought if I could
mimic their cheerful hardiness and endure
struggles like them we could travel anywhere
in the Arctic despite deep snow and rugged
terrain. But there is lots of training involved
for an Arctic freighter to facilitate their
natural abilities and toughness.
Training a freighter, however, is very
different than conditioning or training a long
distant racing dog. The freighter must put forth
100% effort all the time whereas racing dogs

8
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are conditioned to “hold back” and conserve
energy like a marathon runner. There is an
exception with freighters in regards to going
100% though. When temperatures are above
freezing it becomes natural for a malamute to
take it easy. It’s a matter of survival for those
heavy-coated guys and gals so they don’t
overheat. Nonetheless, training freight dogs
to break trail in waist deep snow and under
extreme cold weather circumstances while
pulling thousands of pounds in the sleds
requires a very in-depth training regime.
Unfortunately it’s not possible to cover my
training strategy completely in one article,
but I can offer a few pointers.
Essentially there are three steps in training
an exceptional and powerful freight dog.
First, forget about a quick and easy training
formula– it requires many, many years.
Second, build a bond of trust with him.

Third, do not ever break that bond of trust
by overworking him. It’s all about trust. This
is the secret for training malamutes.
The strength of a malamute rests in his
heart and soul. This untapped strength will
only show itself if there is a mutual bond of
trust between the person and the dog. It’s
a trust that cannot be broken, providing
it’s derived from the root of goodwill and
compassion. When the dog believes that his
strength will not be taken advantage of, he
will offer it willingly and without restraints.
If he senses otherwise, he will hold-back and
will only give you half his strength.
When I travel with my team we are
one being, one cohesive unit which works
and lives together. Neither they nor I will
survive without the other. My relationship
with the dogs is humanlike. They are like
family, brothers and friends who I have
gotten to know, discovering their unique
personalities, weaknesses, quirks and
strengths. I don’t ever look at them as beasts
of burdens and they don’t look at me as their
master. They relate to me like a friend whom
they love and adore and want to please. They
will do anything that they know pleases
me. But I will never take advantage of their
inherent desire to please. If I do, then I will
lose their trust and we will fail miserably.
Trust is the key component into tapping
a dog’s incredible strength. Without their
power and strength, it would be impossible
to succeed in our expeditions.
Earlier I mentioned a dog’s intelligence as
a top priority besides metabolism. I’ve found
that it is most important because freighting
is very difficult work both mentally and
physically for dogs. They are required to
quickly learn the verbal commands (“stop”,
“go”, “stay”) and prevent themselves from
tangling in the lines. And they must learn
how to break trail through waist to chest deep
snow. Sometimes it requires several years for
a lead dog to learn a proficient trail breaking
technique.
My training strategy might be somewhat
different than others because of the difficult
terrain that we cover and the harsh weather
we endure. It's grueling work for both me and
the dogs. Our typical solo expeditions lasts
60-90 days without resupply. Sometimes the
team and I will travel 20 or more consecutive
days without a day of rest. It is always my
goal that the dogs remain enthusiastic for the
entire expedition. They are just as excited on
the last day of the expedition as they were on
the first day of the season.
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My other goal: the dogs gain weight
on an expedition. This enhances their
enthusiasm and overall physical and
mental health. That said, my dogs will
start gaining muscle and weight in
November whether they’re working
or just hanging around the dog yard
howling at the stars. It’s believed
that muscles have memories and will
increase in strength and size according
to the history of their demands. And my
guys and gals have been pulling freight
for a long time. It’s in their DNA.
Nonetheless, in order to train a dog
to have high incentive to pull for long
durations requires a 99% psychological
training
strategy.
My
training
methods are very “out of the box” but
they have worked well. Which is an
understatement considering the team
has conducted the longest unsupported
Alaska’s North Slope 2014. Climbing the pass and heading home after breaking trail for a grueling two months in
solo Arctic expedition on record: four
unprecedented deep snow during a Brooks Range expedition.
months without resupply.
so ingrained into their DNA that they adhere will protect himself by holding back and not
The training starts at two years for a
team dog and three years for a leader. So, for to it naturally, unless they’ve had a sour taste exerting 100% of his strength.
It has to be fun for freighters at all times.
the first two to three years of a dog’s life he of sledding when they were young. Otherwise
they
will
always
pull
with
passion.
Let
me
And
without pain. If they trust they will
or she is not introduced to a harness or any
explain:
freighting
is
extremely
hard
work
not
become
injured or overworked they
pulling contraption whatsoever. I know many
and
if
a
dog
is
not
physically
mature
and
will
not
hold
back.
Thereby, allowing a sled
of you are wondering how my dogs learn how
becomes
sore
or
injured
while
sledding
he
dog
to
fully
mature
before going to work
to pull. Actually, I’ve never had a malamute
will
blame
himself
for
pulling
too
hard.
So,
almost
guarantees
a
lasting enthusiasm
that didn’t make the team for not knowing
the
next
time
he’s
hitched
in
the
team
he
and
longevity.
Most
of
us have seen a
how to pull or without the desire. Pulling is
dog’s incredible strength at weight pull
competitions. Obviously they love pulling
and are not holding back at the competitions
because they know there isn’t a chance they
will be overworked.
Now, the falling snow is gently covering
the dogs’ thick fur as they lay comfortably
on straw and with full tummies outside my
log cabin window. They are curled tight with
muzzles under their bushy tails with eyes
closed and sugary frost on their eyelashes.
As I reminisce our travels of the past three
decades, I envision how we have crossed the
many expanses of jagged sea ice to the edges
of nowhere and have broken trails seemingly
to the ends of the earth. We have ventured
deep in the mountains where the spiraled
peaks stretch so tall that angels of heaven
use them as footstools. And together we have
experienced such brutal hardships that the
thought of survival was a distant hope. But I
always view my malamutes as my comrades:
friends, brothers and sisters and mentors.
They take both the struggles and good
times in stride. They endure hardships with
Accepting the good with the bad. This photo shows the result of hurricane force winds and -96F wind-chill.
humbleness and celebrate triumphs with joy.
The image was captured on Alaska’s North Slope during one of the coldest winters in recorded history.
They are true cheerful warriors. •
mushing magazine
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A legion of Norwegians

9 mushers from norway sign up for 2016 Iditarod
by Johanne Sundby

N

orwegian mushing has strong ties with Alaska. Dogs have been
used in front of sleds in Norway too, but mainly only a few dogs
in front of a pulka style sled- where mushers ski behind the dog
and sled. Norwegian polar expeditions to the Arctic and Antarctic lands
and water taught polar explorers like Nansen and Amundsen about
inuit dog sled freighting, and Roald Amundsen used Greenland huskies
for his conquest of the South Pole. But the Nordic Breed types of dogs
were not the typical dogs used in Norway, and most dog owners had
hunting dogs or farm dogs.
During the Alaskan gold rush, several Norwegian fortune seekers,
especially from North Norway, found their way to Alaska, and some
became good mushers. Gunnar Kaasen and Leonard Seppala are maybe
the best known Norwegian gold seekers. Their role in the serum relay
to Nome and the diphtheria epidemic has almost become commonplace
knowledge for kids in the northern hemisphere.
Another Norwegian, the explorer, adventurer, and archeologist Helge
Ingstad, lived among fur hunters with dog sleds in northern Canada
and wrote a famous book about his experiences that made him famous
for his explorer trips and his writing. Later in life he stayed over the
winter in the Brooks Range in Alaska, along with the population there
called Nunamiut (Iñupiat). This resulted in another famous book
(Nunamiut - Inland Eskimos of Alaska), and in Greenland and Svalbard
(Spitsbergen), also with sled dog teams, and wrote books about those
times as well. Much later, a Brooks Range mountain was named after
him. Through his stints in Canada and Alaska, he got to learn about dog
mushing the North American way.
A correspondence between Seppala and Ingstad brought the first
Siberians to Norway in 1957, and with the Siberians, a Nome style
of mushing. (Before that, a lot of people mushed as “ambulance sled
mushers” in recreational areas.) Competitive Nome style mushing
became increasingly popular in 1960s and 1970s, first with Siberians,
later with Alaskan huskies, especially from the time when Roger
Legaard and his family came back from some time in Alaska. That is
when Norway started to become a competitive dog sledding nation.
Some of today’s best Norwegian mushers are very familiar with
Alaska. Many have spent a year as a kennel handler, and some married
Alaskans and never came back (Mari Høe, Kari Skogen; Kari’s daughter
Lisbeth Norris, an Iditarod finisher, is therefore half Norwegian). And
quite a few have run the Iditarod. Stein Håvard Fjestad, Kari Skogen
and Ketil Reitan were among the first Norwegian entrants.
10 september/october
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Norwegian history of Mushing in Alaska
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Before 2000 it was complicated to
travel to Alaska to mush–expensive
transport costs for dogs and long
quarantines in Norway for returning
dogs made it burdensome. But Team
Norway, led by Robert Sørlie, set a
standard for participation, and Robert
won the race twice. The other two team
members, Bjørnar Andersen and Kjetil
Backen, also did well. Team Norway
was a name of a team that existed for
many years, comprised of three long
distance mushers who teamed up and
shared dogs between, them instead
of having enormous kennels, in order
to run successfully in long races. This
team no longer exists. Sørlie’s nephew,
Andersen, still runs dogs, but Backen
stopped mushing altogether. Sørlie
is now part of another team, Team
Elkonor, in which 2015 Iditarod Rookie
of the Year and fellow Norwegian,
Thomas Wærner, is also a member.
Sørlie became famous both in Alaska
and Norway after his two Iditarod
wins. His run versus rest strategies
were seen as quite innovative. He had
a strategy that involved longer runs,
fewer breaks, but slower overall speed
between rest. This idea was novel at
that time, and has since been copied by
other mushers.

iStock.com/FrankRamspott

Preview 2016 Iditarod:
9 Norwegians signed up

Robert Sorlie | Photo courtesy Robert Sorlie

Sigrid Ekran | Photo by Marte Stensland Jørgensen

Joar Leifseth Ulsom | Photo by Mille Porsild

Tore Albrigtsen | Photo courtesy Tore Albrigtsen

Robert Sørlie, thus, is a grown up
and experienced musher and airport
firefighter who has won numerous races
in Norway as well, and has started Iditarod
five times and won twice. He has never
intended to move out of Norway to mush, but
is still going strong. At his best, nobody beats
him. He lives in Hurdal, around an hour from
Oslo, and has had several good handlers who
have also run in Alaska. Even if he has been in
several teams, he takes a natural leadership
role. “The Silver Fox” is his nickname.
Joar Leifseth Ulsom is a young man from
Northern Norway who has had a sharp
mushing career. He has been based in Alaska
for some seasons, and has also run races
in northwestern Russia with success. His
kennel–but not the dogs–was affected by
the fires in Willow this summer. Luckily, he
has been able to start training for this race
season. He has placed well in Iditarod – the
best overall Norwegian placement in 2014
and 2015, and has also run Yukon Quest. I
recall the following conversation with him in
the 2015 Iditarod:

“Hello, I am Johanne.”
“I know, we met in Finnmark Race 2007."
"Oh, yes?”
“Yeah, you beat me."
“Okay, how? I was third to last”, I said.
“I was second to last” he said. We were both
rookies. He has improved faster than I have.
Sigrid Ekran has also run Iditarod several
times and placed well (most recently, she came
in 11th). She started as a student in Alaska
and packed depot bags for team Norway. As
a thank you gift they gave her some dogs.
Maybe they regret that, as she has later won
over her friends on several occasions. She
collected other dogs and trained them in
Alaska and lived in small cabins until she
had to return home. By then she had already
raced in Iditarod twice. She has run dogs
professionally for a few years here, and is
also a guide on Arctic expeditions, over the
Greenland Ice and to Baffin Island. She has
won all the important races in Norway, again

Lars Monsen | Photo by Ole-Johnny Myhrvold

and again, and is world champion in long
distance.
Tore Albrigtsen has run a large tourist
dogsledding and wilderness experience

Norwegian profiles continued on page 12
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Norwegian profiles cont'd from page 11
enterprise near Tromsø in Northern Norway,
and has run the Finnmark Race many times
together with his former kennel partner. He
has even skied the trails of many long distance
races. He has also been in Alaska to run the
Iditarod before, and this year, as a fiftieth
birthday gift to himself, he aims at both Yukon
Quest and Iditarod. North Norway is quite far
from South Norway, and we almost have two
different race communities in Norway, north
and south.
Lars Monsen is a big hero in Norway. He
wrote and edited the book about Sørlie’s
win in Alaska, but has also walked Alaska
from South to North with one dog, and
crossed Canada with dog sled from west
to east, spending some three years in the
wilderness. He has produced a lot of TV
shows on wilderness living, and challenges,
both his own expeditions and trips he takes

Dag Torulf | Photo courtesy of Dag Torulf

Ketil Reitan | Photo courtesy of Ketil Reitan
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with people with physical
disabilities
out
into
Norwegian Mushers in Iditarod over the years
the wild. He is a media
including some with other nationalities who have
celebrity, and has run
permanently relocated to Norway, or Norwegians
several shows on TV. He
permanently staying in Alaska.
had a show that introduced
us to his expedition by
First year most recent
dogsled through Canada,
Name
to race
year to race
two shows where he
Tore Albrigthsen
2006
led a group of severely
Bjørnar Andersen
2005
2009
handicapped people into
Kjetil
Backen
2002
2008
wilderness
expeditions,
and lately a series over a few
Yvonne Dåbakk (German)
2014
2015
years–a film documentary
Roger Dahl
1996
introducing his quest to go
Sigrid Ekran
2007
2012
for the Iditarod (and win it
Stein H Fjestad
1977
eventually, he claims). We
Benoit Gerard (French)
2008
are sure he will be followed
by a film crew there too,
Rune Hesthammer
1986
as his races often are. He
Ralph Johannesen
2014
has been instrumental
Tommy Jorbrudal
2014
in getting huge media
Magnus Kaltenborn
2011
coverage of dog sled races
in Norway, especially
Joar Leifset Ulsom
2013
2015
Finnmark. He lives as a
Roger Leegaard
1983
wilderness explorer and
Trine Lyrek
2005
writes books and makes
Lisbeth Norris
2014
2015
films. He has not always
Ketil
Reitan
1991
1994
lived up to his mushing
ambitions, however. A
Kari Skogen
1984
1986
funny film clip of his dogs
Tove Sørensen
2006
“parking” at the end of the
Thomas Werner
2015
Finnmark Race is a classic.
Dag Torulf Olsen is
another musher from
Norwegians winning the longest race in Norway
Finnmarksloppet: Iditarod entrants as winners of the
North Norway. He lives
1000 km Finnmarksloppet race
in Hammerfest in the
county of Finnmark. He
2015, 2014
Sigrid Ekran
has run Finnmarkslopet
many times. He has a
2013
Thomas Wærner
wife and two grown sons.
2011, 2005
Roger Dahl
When Hugh Neff came
2010
Ralph Johannesen
over and ran Finnmark,
1995,
2001
Robert Sørlie
Dag Torulf managed to
rescue the team of Neff in
2000
Kjetil Backen
a real snowfall. Like many
2004
Bjørnar Andersen
northerners, he likes to
1989
Stein H Fjestad
go fishing and hunting,
and where he lives there
is plenty opportunity for
both.
in 1992, and also Yukon Quest. He has run a
Ketil Reitan is almost an Alaskan, since tourist business out of Kaktovik, in northern
he has is married to a local Alaskan woman: Alaska, and intends to run the race as a
Evelyn. In Norway, he runs a dog sled member of the local Kaktovik community.
touring business near Røros (Alaska Husky After Iditarod, he and one of his sons will do
Tours), where the Femunden Race starts. He a long expedition by snowmobile and dog sled
is spending more and more time in Alaska in Alaska.
every year. He has run Iditarod 4 times, first
Ralph Johannessen is originally from
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beginner basics

GOOD OLD DOGS
article and photos by Miki and Julie Collins

Aging is a natural part of life and while we all grieve to see a once-vital dog grow old, we
can still strive to maintain the best possible quality of life for him, and be brave enough to
let him go at the right time. With their highly active lives, most sled dogs enter old age in
far better condition than many pet dogs. Given appropriate veterinary care many continue
to perform, albeit at reduced levels, to 10 or older.

O

ld dogs also have their own intrinsic value, reflected in their
experience, reliability, and devotion. No young dog will ever
understand you like an old timer you’ve had for 10 or 12 years.
Old dogs make the best teachers because they know exactly what’s
going on, whether you plan to truck to a remote spot for a camping
trip, open a familiar trail that is new to the youngsters, or load a couple
dogs into the canoe for a ride across the river before letting them run
loose along the bank. They truly understand your desires, what you
allow and do not allow, your hand signals, your trails, your other dogs,
your friends and their dogs…the list goes on. Our old dogs share a long
list of adventures, and even when they decide to retire, we treasure
them for that.

Diet
Because they lose their ability to efficiently digest, absorb and
utilize nutrients, old dogs require a high-quality diet to maintain
the best possible performance and life-span. Prebiotics, probiotics
and digestive-enzyme supplements are all worth a try if your dog is
losing weight, stamina, or sparkle. A balanced fat blend can improve
function, add weight and help restore a thin, dry coat.
14 september/october
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Weight control goes far in extending not only the life of a sled dog,
but his career. An obese seven-year-old might perform worse than a
svelte ten-year old. Regardless of how ravenous your old dog appears,
let your hands be your guide. If you can’t easily feel his ribs, your
feeding program needs adjusting. Excess weight strains the heart and
joints, and increases inflammation as well as significantly slowing
down the dog. On the other hand, some old dogs, especially the very
old ones, may not maintain enough weight. Again, a high-quality diet,
extra fat, and supplements will help.
However, keep in mind that, like humans, as dogs age they loose
muscle mass, sometimes to the point that the backbones, shoulder
blades and hips jut out even when they are in perfect weight. Their
optimum weight will reflect this by dropping, sometimes five pounds
or more. Do not feed them extra unless they actually are thin: feeling
an old dog’s ribs is more accurate than feeling other areas that are
padded by muscle in younger dogs.

Musculoskeletal concerns
Accumulated wear and tear takes a toll on an older dog. Chronic
injuries flare up more often and arthritis frequently plagues the older
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Trapper, a Malamute we ran in the 1980s, became
depressed when he aged out of our team. The
bounce returned to Trapper’s step when we put him
in harness by himself to haul firewood.
Opposite page: When old dogs get cold easily, in
bitter weather they’re best off living in a dog barn or
in a heated home. Be sure to establish boundaries;
if you don’t like dogs on the furniture, let them know
right away. Although dogs in failing health present
a challenge in the home, the close rapport with the
musher helps keep them happy. They add an element of entertainment as well as the comfort of old
friends.

Because of their reliability and experience, older dogs
make great hiking companions. We chose three eightyear old siblings for this month-long wilderness trek.
Jiles enjoys a break as much as Julie does.
with judicious use of medication. Antiinflammatories like Rimadyl or even aspirin
can work wonders, but talk to your vet about
side effects like bleeding and liver damage.
A glucosamine product such as Cosequin
can also help, but the best “joint juice” we’ve
found is the injectable Adequan. Although
it’s an expensive prescription drug, Adequan
has greatly extended the careers and comfort
levels of our old dogs. Your veterinarian might
show you how to give the injections at home,
and we find the once-monthly maintenance
dose easier than daily oral supplements.
Spondylosis and other types of arthritis
in the spine commonly hit hard-working
sled dogs. As lumbar vertebrae become
increasingly deformed or fused, the back
stiffens and bone can pinch the nerves that
service the hind legs, causing muscle loss,

Thirteen-year-old Quigley has arthritis, but with
careful management and medication she still
comes on treks several miles long.
lameness and un-coordination. Early signs
may include pacing instead of trotting, a stiff
or painful back, and a reluctance to duck into
or jump onto a dog house. The dog has more
trouble rising; instead of springing brightly
to his feet, he may use his front legs to pull
himself up. Proprioception (an awareness of
the limb’s position) decreases and you might
see the dog staggering, especially as he first
stands up.
In addition to the usual arthritis
treatments, you can ask the dog to stand on
his hind legs, for instance with his front feet
on a dog house, to gently stretch the back and
strengthen core muscles that support the
spine. Teaching “sit-up” and even “sit-up-toa-stand” further strengthens core
muscles.
This type of arthritis may
eventually cripple the dog’s rear end
and cause incontinence. The last
section of this story covers end-oflife conundrums.

athlete, especially one performing demanding
work or one with poor conformation. Observe
each old dog carefully and let his reactions
guide you. Let him tell you how much he wants
to do, and when he prefers to retire. Find a
distance that doesn’t leave him stiff and sore
the following day, and keep up that routine
as long as possible. Muscle loss and
other inevitable declines will require
adjusting the regimen from time to
time so you must recognize when to
reduce his workouts as he gets sore or
loses drive and stamina. Eventually
his “exercise” may consist of tottering
around the dog yard socializing with
the other dogs.
The best treatment for minor wearand-tear injuries is to rest the dog
for a few days after a flare-up, and
then ensure regular gentle exercise to
maintain condition. Well-conditioned
muscles, ligaments, and tendons will
hold bones in place as joints start to
With their years of experience, old dogs make great puppy trainers.
They keep youngsters in line, and travel more slowly which encourdegrade.
ages trainees to pull harder. Here three older dogs demonstrate to
A dog’s happiness and working
impatient young Junebug that facing forward works better.
career can be greatly prolonged

Medical Considerations
Aging dogs frequently develop
medical concerns that shorten
or reduce the quality of life, but
veterinary care can go far towards
alleviating many afflictions. A loss
of performance or spunk attributed
to age may actually be a treatable
problem. In addition to those

Beginner Basics continued on page 16
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Beginner Basics cont'd from page 15
afflictions already mentioned, old dogs
commonly suffer from kidney problems,
diabetes, low thyroid, poor coat and skin
conditions, digestive problems, incontinence,
cancer and inefficient thermal regulation.
Heart disease occurs, but is seen less
commonly among working sled dogs.
Many symptoms of treatable illnesses
can be mistaken for normal aging. Consult
with your veterinarian about low stamina,
soreness, poor coat, personality changes and
incontinence as well as more alarming signs
like unusual discharges, lumps, pain, sores
than don’t heal, fainting or seizures, excessive
drinking, dehydration, persistent coughs, etc.
Females that haven’t been spayed
commonly develop symptoms of mammary
cancer (lumps and sores by the nipples)
or of other female cancers (abnormal
discharge from the vulva). Spayed females
are more susceptible to incontinence cause by
hormonal deficiencies; your vet can provide
medication such as DES to control it. Any dog
might be incontinent due to bladder infection.
Middle-aged and older intact males often
suffer from prostate problems and infections,
both bladder and kidney; testicular cancer is

also a possibility.
Appropriate antibiotics as prescribed
by your veterinarian can resolve most
infections, while a timely neuter or spay
prevents many cancers and reduces the
recurrence of certain infections.
The thyroid gland may function poorly
in older dogs. A blood test will determine
whether daily medication can help a dog
with the variable symptoms of low thyroid,
which include obesity, poor stamina,
soreness, a bad coat, and skin problems.

Mental Health
Like aging people, many old dogs feel
depressed when they can no longer work.
Perhaps you can plug him into a slow team
or place him with a musher who enjoys
running geriatric dogs. You can often help
a depressed dog with diversions. Ideally
he can remain loose, but only if he reliably
stays out of trouble. Keeping him indoors,
penning him with other old or gentle dogs
or providing a fenced run or extra toys may
Even when dogs like TooKay are too old to work in
harness, they can still maintain a high quality of life as
help.
Be patient with an irritable old dog. He companion dogs, dog-yard mascots, or house dogs.
may be afraid of getting hurt, frustrated by
his condition or anxious about either being
left behind or going along and getting too
Bruce Fogle’s classic book The Dog’s Mind
tired. While many reports that an elderly dog’s brain transmits
old dogs recover information at 50 miles an hour, much slower
some bounce when than the 225 miles an hour of a young dog’s
around
playful brain. While we have never owned a truly
puppies, others lash senile dog, it can certainly happen, as can
out with righteous loss of hearing or vision which makes a dog
s el f-pr e s er v at ion. appear senile. In these cases, the dog needs
E n c o u r a g e protection and reassurance. Many deaf and
playfulness,
but blind dogs can be retrained to respond to hand
protect them from or voice signals; again, let his willingness and
o v e r - e x u b e r a n t desire be your guide.
youngsters.
An old brain slows Other Considerations
down,
reducing
Not many dog owners have their dogs’
reaction time and teeth cleaned routinely. However, an older
learning
ability. Dr. dog
Mushingad.winter15
8/31/15
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broken or abscessed teeth that are painful
and potentially spreading bacteria through
the bloodstream to infect other organs. Tooth
pain can cause a dog to act unusually irritable
or subdued. These problems make it advisable
to treat serious tooth issues.
Don’t neglect toenails, especially if they
become heavily overgrown. If not clipped
regularly, they can stretch and damage
tendons, potentially leading to flat feet.
Old dogs may not tolerate heat or cold as
younger dogs do, and they must be protected
from severe weather. An old dog living outside
in freezing weather may need more water
than his younger companions. If he drinks a
lot when free-choice water is available, during
the winter offer him water several times a day
and watch for dehydration.
Bug bites and other lesions may not heal
easily without careful treatment. These dogs
also need deep bedding to prevent sores, pad
arthritic joints and absorb any dribbling
urine. Check and change straw frequently,
especially if it’s damp or smells strong.

The End
Much as we grieve to lose an old dog,
ultimately we can not prevent death. We
can only intervene to prolong life with

conscientious care, or chose to cut it short
to end suffering. The euthanasia option is
deeply personal. Honestly answering a few
questions can help with wrenching end-oflife decisions.
Are you emotionally unable to consider
euthanasia even if the dog is in severe pain?
It is YOUR choice if you wish to let nature
take its course. Are you willing to invest the
time and emotion of nursing a dog in failing
health, and be responsible even for the icky
stuff like cleaning up the dog, his bedding and
your home? Can you afford big bucks for elite
veterinary care? Can you manage the logistics
of keeping a dog with special needs?
Sometimes the answer is easy, such as if a
dog’s health suddenly fails, but all too often
a very slow decline makes facing a decision
painful, confusing and difficult. Who knows
what’s best when a dog has both happy days
and miserable days?
If you choose euthanasia, your veterinarian
or perhaps the local animal shelter can
perform the deed and may or may not be
willing to handle the body if you decide not
to take it home for burial. In places without
veterinary access, like the Alaskan bush, dog
owners may be faced with either letting the
dog suffer a natural but sometimes slow and

painful death, or doing the job themselves,
making the deed even more agonizing.
Shocking though it may be to find a
cherished old dog has died naturally during
the night, it does save you from making and
carrying out a tough decision. I always feel
he’s done me a favor to quietly slip away,
leaving fond memories and tender feelings for
a dog that has served long and well.
Miki and Julie Collins have been mushing
an 80-mile trapline in bush Alaska for 35
years. They have made numerous wilderness
expeditions by dog team (with minimal
use of gadgets) and authored three books,
including Dog Driver: A Guide for the Serious
Musher, a book for all mushers.
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TIPS & TRICKS
Life on the road

The tried-and-true routine of the 2012 Fur Rondy champion, Ken Chezik

Ken and Lori Chezik operate a storied and decorated open-class kennel out of Fife Lake,
in northern Michigan. They make the trek up to Alaska every year to race the open class sprint
circuit and have won most of them (ExxonMobil– champion, Fur Rondy– champion, Open North
American– multiple top three finisher, Tok Race of Champions– champion). Their time on the road
from January through April, their top notch dog care, and their success on the racetrack led us to
ask them what their drop schedule for traveling and racing. They were happy to share it.

Travel/Drop Schedule:
Traveling with dogs require some logistics
and routine. Since we loose drop, we have to
look for good spots for dropping in order to
ensure the safety of our dogs and let them
stretch their legs. If you loose drop, be on the
lookout for garbage, etc. because the dogs
will eat it quickly! Also, it is great to make
a habit out of cleaning up after your dogs.
This includes poop, straw, and sometimes
knocking snow to cover the yellow from
their pee. This level of tidiness has made us
welcome back to many places.

Our drop schedule doesn’t vary much
because we have found that routine is well
understood by the dogs and they respond well
to it. You will notice that we drop in 2-4 hour
intervals. As a general rule of thumb, we have
noticed that about 1.5-2 hours after getting
water (in the morning or in their dinner), our
dogs want to go to the bathroom. So that is
why we like to drop shortly after their AM
water and feeding time. Not only will this
make your dogs happier, it will save time on
cleaning messy dog boxes!

Race Schedule:
There is an old saying, “Never try anything
new on race day.” We believe this is true for
our drop race schedule as well because our
dogs are well acclimated to our routine drop
schedule. That being said, we do make a few
adjustments to our schedule to best fit the
demands of our team during races. Since
race start times vary quite a bit, here is our
schedule that can be used for any time:

HILLEBERG

THE RIGHT TENT FOR THE JOB.

Keron GT
maximum comfort and
strength in a remarkably
lightweight package

Christina Nisula

HILLEBERG.COM
order a free catalog online or call toll free 1-866-848-8368

H12-Mushing12-Half-HORIZ-Asst-7.375x4.75.indd 1
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Ken Chezik’s Drop & Race Schedule

TRAVEL/DROP SCHEDULE:
7 AM: drop, water ~ 4 cups per dog
9-9:30 AM: travel 1.5 hours, stop and drop
11:00 AM-12:00 PM: travel another 1.5-2 hours, stop and drop
4:00-5:00 PM: drop and feed
6:00-7:00 PM: stop and drop
10:00-11:00 PM: stop for the night and drop
PRE-RACE:
• 3 or more hours (we usually like ~ 4 hours) before race: drop, then water in order to
let the water/bait mixture clear their system
• About 2-3 hours before the race: loose drop, let them stretch, and play with them.
We always make a special point to sideline our nerves and play with them.
• About 1-2 hours before the race: loose drop, let them stretch, and play with them.
• Drop at the truck and get them ready to race!
POST-RACE:
• Immediately: water, glycocharge, and give treats (and of course some praise!)
-> After every training run we immediately give them water and treats, so they are
used to this routine when we are at races.
-> Glycocharge is a great post-race muscle glycogen replacement for competitive teams
and is ubiquitous at the sprint race track as the vast majority of competitors have
found it helpful for their dogs’ recovery.
• Within the next hour: loose drop, let them stretch, watch for soreness in your team,
then feed
-> The first drop after a race is the most crucial because problems that develop will
usually be most detectable at this point. Remember, races are won and lost by the
dogs you choose to not race the next day.
• 2 hours later: Loose drop, let them stretch, continue watching your dogs, offer clear
water, work on feet
-> By offering clear water, it gives the dogs an extra chance to rehydrate
-> Usually it goes without saying, but I will mention it again- foot care is incredibly
important not just for racing, but ALL year round.
• 3-4 hours later (depending on your race start time): last drop of the night and
chance to evaluate your dogs.
OTHER POINTERS:
• We like to feed approximately 20 hours before our race start time. This gives plenty
of time for the dogs to process their food and eliminate it.
• It is easy to get wrapped up with the social side of races, but try to get in the habit
of dropping your dogs first before you go off and do other things.

x

Got a Tip or a Trick you'd like to share?

Have an innovation that can help other mushers? We would love to hear about it! Send your photos, instructions,
required materials and tools, etc. by mail, email, or message us on Facebook. Contact info inside front cover.
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race preview:
Canadian Challenge 2016
Map data: 2015 Google

by Sid Robinson

Since its first years, the Challenge has made significant
changes to both its format and the race route to improve
the race experience of both mushers and spectators. The
race now offers mushers three different race options—
a 12-dog, 320-mile event; an 8-dog, 200-mile event; and a
6-dog, 70-mile event.

A

t noon on Tuesday, February 23, 2016, dog teams will run down
Prince Albert’s Central Avenue, escape the city by crossing a
frozen river, and then head north to race the annual Canadian
Challenge Sled Dog Race. Chances are that past champions Stefaan de
Marie, Gerry Walker and Rick Wannamaker will be leading the way.
Now in its 19th year, the Challenge goes back to 1997 when
Prince Albert area mushers, Elaine and Jim Tomkins, decided that
Saskatchewan needed a mid-distance race that would attract mushers
from both near and far. With the help of their friend Frank Brooks,
they soon had a race organizing committee set up, a corporate sponsor
on board, a Race Marshal, and the local Army militia agreeing to
operate checkpoints. The first race went ahead in February, 1998, with
16 teams entered. That inaugural race was won by a very young Jessie
Royer of Montana.
The original race route was straightforward. From Prince Albert, it
ran straight up the side of the highway north to the town of La Ronge
and then back on the same trail for a distance of 300 miles. A criticism
of the route was that it did not allow for a true wilderness race.
Northern Saskatchewan has over 100 million acres of boreal forest,
so the organizers had no shortage of nearby wilderness. But as GPS
tracking was still in the future, they felt that a highway route would
allow the public better access to the race.
The early race route did indeed give the public a close-up look at the
race and allowed spectators and mushers to meet at the checkpoints.
This was so in 1999, when, on the race’s last day, a blistering hot sun
slowed the race down to a crawl and had mushers staying longer in
checkpoints. That year, Jimmy Dzyelion from the remote Dene village
of Wollaston Lake had started the race with just eight dogs. On the
return leg to Prince Albert, he was down to four dogs and had to run
beside his sled in the afternoon heat for nearly 30 miles. While he took
a much needed rest at the next checkpoint, a race fan noted to him that
he had only four dogs on his team. Jimmy, with a grin, replied, “No,
lady, there are five dogs on this team!”
20 september/october
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Since its first years, the Challenge has made significant changes
to both its format and the race route to improve the race experience
of both mushers and spectators. The race now offers mushers three
different race options—a 12-dog, 320-mile event; an 8-dog, 200-mile
event; and a 6-dog, 70-mile event. Both the 12-dog and the 8-dog
events are qualifying races for the Iditarod and the Yukon Quest
provided mushers follow special qualifying rules that prohibit handler
or dog truck support at the checkpoints.
The route changes have struck a balance between allowing mushers
travel on more lake and bush trails yet still letting race fans follow the
race. While most of the race trail is now remote from view, all sleds are
now fitted with GPS units that allow fans to track teams online.
With its changes, the Challenge has evolved into a quality middistance dog race. Credit for this goes to many past and present
volunteers. Among these are current Race Chair Gill Gracie, Race
Marshal Dave Smallwood (a La Ronge dog musher), and the super vet
crew of doctors: Ruth Sims, Kate Robinson and Romany Pinto.
The race’s current route takes teams out of Prince Albert alongside
the main highway north for 20 miles. It then leads west on forest trails
that brings teams to the race’s first checkpoint at Anglin Lake about
50 miles from the start. Most mushers stop at Anglin Lake to rest their
dogs and, thanks to volunteer Laurie Markel, have a supper of stew
and bannock, a hearty frybread.
From Anglin Lake, it is a short, 20-mile run through a mature
spruce forest to the Elkridge checkpoint situated on the edge of Prince
Albert National Park (where the English-born author Grey Owl lived
out his last years). The trail to Elkridge is typically hard-packed and
fast, but two steep climbs up esker-like ridges guarantee that mushers
will get at least some exercise off the runners. Elkridge marks the end
of the trail for the 6-dog event.
When mushers in the 12-dog and 8-dog events leave Elkridge, they
travel 10 miles through the bush before getting back to the highway.
Another 20 miles of travel northward gets them to the McLennan
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Checkpoint 7: Grandmother's Bay

Checkpoint 8: Stanley Mission

Checkpoint 6 (8-dog finish)
Checkpoint 9 (12-dog finish):
La Ronge

Running through the heart of
Saskatchewan, the Canadian
Challenge starts in Prince Albert
and makes its way north, all the
way to Grandmother's Bay before
heading back to La Ronge for the
finish.

school, he eventually earned
a law degree from Harvard
and became a lawyer. After
Checkpoint 5: Fafard's Ranger
some years in the city, he
and his wife Joan came back
north to build a log cabin
home at Molanosa. Here,
where they look after a team
Checkpoint 4: Johnson's cabin
of old-style huskies and three
large donkeys. They take
time each year to run one of
Checkpoint 3: MacLennan River
the Challenge’s wilderness
checkpoints.
North from Harold’s Cabin,
the Fafard family runs another
wilderness checkpoint from
Checkpoint 2: Elk Ridge Resort
their cabin in sandy, jack
pine country near the shores
Checkpoint 1: Anglin Lake
of Lac la Ronge. The Fafards’
cabin is pretty basic, but it
comes with great food for
mushers plus plenty of straw
and water for the dogs. After
winning the 2014 Challenge’s
12-dog race, veteran musher
START: Prince Albert, Saskatchewan
Warren Palfrey reported
that the Fafards’ checkpoint
hospitality was the best he
Map data: 2015 Google
had ever seen!
Past
Fafards’, mushers come
River where volunteers Tim and Rosemary
to
the
shore
of
Lac
la Ronge. While the lake
Dyck run a checkpoint from a shack tent set
is
not
the
Bering
Strait,
it is big enough to
up in a government campground. Mushers
demand
respect
in
a
snow
storm. Roughly 35
can count on more good food at the Dycks’
miles
long
and
35
miles
wide
with over 1,000
checkpoint!
islands,
it
is
an
easy
lake
to
get lost on. But
North from the McLennan River, the race
trail
markers
are
there
to
guide
mushers to
trail detours onto old logging roads in the
the
La
Ronge
town
checkpoint.
rugged Thunder Hills (serious cougar habitat)

The 8-dog event ends at La Ronge with
teams crossing the finish line on the town
beach. The 12-dog mushers, however, still
have another 120 miles of lake and bush
travel to go. They will often use La Ronge
to take a mandatory 8-hour layover before
heading yet further north on the lake.
Leaving La Ronge, 12-dog mushers travel
another 20 miles on Lac la Ronge before
heading into forest studded with smaller
lakes. This is real wolf country, and veteran
musher Gerry Walker here once had his
team drive right over two wolves blocking
the trail. In this small lake country, teams
cross 15 portages linking one lake to another
over a distance of 30 miles. They then
come to a checkpoint at the Cree village of
Grandmother’s Bay. At “GMB”, mushers
can grab some sleep on the floor of the local
community hall and eat good country food
until they are full.
On the short, 20-mile run east from
Grandmother’s Bay to Stanley Mission, dog
teams travel on the historic Churchill River—
part of the early voyageurs’ 3,000-mile canoe
highway from Montreal to the North-West.
And nearing Stanley Mission, mushers will
see Holy Trinity Church rising skyward on
the river’s north shore. Built in the late 1850s
by the Anglican clergyman Robert Hunt,
the church is the oldest building in all of
Saskatchewan.
12-dog mushers are required to take a
mandatory 5-hour layover at Stanley Mission.
The checkpoint is at the old Stanley Mission
High School (an early project of architect
Douglas Cardinal). Here, community
volunteer Theresa MacLeod and her
helpers insure that mushers, handlers and
volunteers all get enough to eat. Once rested
and fed, mushers and their teams have a
straightforward (if the weather co-operates!)
50-mile run south to Lac la Ronge and then

Canadian Challenge continued on pg 43

where steep ravines provide a good work-out
for both dogs and mushers. It then doubles
back and crosses to the east side of the
highway at the village of Weyakwin. It then
continues eastward for 5 miles to Montreal
Lake where a traverse across the north end
of the lake brings mushers to the “Harold’s
Cabin” checkpoint near the abandoned
fishing village of Molanosa.
Harold Johnson, born to a Cree mother
and Swedish father, was raised at Molanosa
in the 1960s. He left home to work as a logger,
cat skinner, miner, and sailor. Returning to
mushing magazine
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race
wrap-up

2015 IFSS World
Dryland Championships:
Bristol, QUEBEC, canada
by Russ Gregory
photos by Cindy Lottes Photography

F

rom as far away as Australia and Chile, teams from 17 countries
came to compete at the International Federation of Sleddog
Sports (IFSS) World Dryland Championships. Over 200 teams
competed in the many different events: canicross, scooter (1- and
2-dog), bikejor (1-dog), and cart (4-, 6-, and 8-dog). The juniors classes
were canicross and 4-dog cart. The dogs competing in the dryland
event were purebred, to any mix of, French Spaniels, Weimaraners,
Alaskans, Pointers (English and German), Siberian Huskies, and
Greyhound- proving that any medium-sized dog can participate in the
dryland sport at a competitive level.

The Bristol track, a site operated by Denis Rozon of Timberland
Tours, was in excellent shape for racing. Blustery conditions, large
temperature range, and precipitation of the first two days were
succeeded by slightly more stable weather as the light rain let up
by race time. The sand track packed well with only a few wet spots
remaining.
Igor Tracz of Poland was clearly the elite of the field taking gold
medals in men’s bikejoring and in 4-dog cart. His team of greysters
(German Shorthaired Pointers crossed with Greyhounds): Pussy,
Octo, Jamal, and Ella showed not only great speed (36.5 km/hr) but

Patrik Jadsten of Sweden has lots of helpers to keep dogs in order at start of the 6-dog rig race.
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Sandra Asander of Sweden approaches the finish line for a fifth place finish in the relay race.

little power, and a slack tug line. The match
of athletic ability is profound at the elite
level and takes hours, if not years, to reach
such perfection.
Antony said, "Bristol is an awesome place
for canicross. The track is fast, beautiful and
perfect for the dogs. It's one of my favorite
races and trust me, I raced in many places in
Europe. The race was a perfect competition.
The feeling to be just one being with Phoenix
was strong! We were in the same energy to
reach the same goal... not the goal to be
world champion but to give each other the
best of us!!"
The cart events were big draws for the
spectators. The energy level was magnified
by the numbers of dogs and the roar of
quads hooked to carts to carefully ease
teams to the line. The 6-dog cart event was
a real showdown between Canadian Ken
Bernard, 2014 6-dog Bristol Champion, and
Mike Marsch, president of the United States
Federation of Sleddog Sports (USFSS).
After day 1, Ken’s team stood in first place
clocking in at 8:14.037 over Mike’s time of
8:15.427 on the three-mile course. The two

also the focus required at Bristol to
The connection is a matching
pass the many spectators and natural
of stride and energy in which
obstacles (like errant squirrels). Just
like in professional golf, Igor’s team
the dog pulls enough to
was a clear spectator favourite as
lengthen the runner’s stride
people moved along the course to
and the runner reciprocates
watch his progress. Igor commented
and provides just the right
that the course was not technical
amount of balance for the dog.
but required great physical strength
throughout with no places to coast or
every single second on the trail with
"rest". His 4-dog team total time was
16:14.692 which was 30 seconds faster than my dog.”
Men’s canicross was won by
the 6-dog rigs doing the same distance!
The charismatic “Belgium Bullet”, Tessa Antony le Moigne of France and his
Phillapaerts, and her dog Yukon won the large 41 kg greyster, Phoenix, who
gold in women’s canicross. Tessa’s smile also traveled at 25 km/hr. Featured on
won over everyone she met and you can see French TV after returning home,
from her huge Facebook following her great you could see the deep bond between
personal popularity. She had planned for 2 man and dog. Indeed when one
years to attend the race and said, "I have never, watches canicross you are struck
ever, experienced such a sportsmanship and by the direct connection between
good atmosphere as I did in Bristol. I never the dog and runner, not just from
talked and had so much fun in years!!!" Of the perspective of the tugline from
Yukon she noted, "He is such an amazing dog the dog to the waist of the runner.
Tessa Phillapaerts of Belgium, women's canicross champion.
and my best friend. He never lets me down, The connection is a matching of
we are maybe not the best runners separate, stride and energy in which the
but we proved we are the best team when dog pulls enough to lengthen the
racers were overheard speaking after day one
runner’s stride and the runner reciprocates
working together."
about the implications for day 2 racing. It was
Like Tessa, Canadian women’s canicross and provides just the right amount of balance
nice to see both offering each other second
racer Maude Lapoint finished the emotional for the dog. Too much dog power could be
helpings of dessert or beverages in gentle
race by saying, "The feeling I got on the observed in some racers and the resultant
Bristol race wrap-up cont'd on page 44
starting line was just undescribable. I enjoyed was a "braking" flat stride in their gait, too
mushing magazine
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BRISTOL
dryland

WORld CHAMPIONSHIPS
in photos
photos by Cindy Lottes Photography

Mike Marsch of the USA, champion of the 6-dog rig class.
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Team Belgium's Phillipe Wery leads the pack at the mass start of the canicross leg of the relay race.
Dominik Crittenden of Switzerland, 2nd place finisher in the 1-dog scooter class.
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Above: Sussi Gronberg of Sweden leaves the start in 1-dog scooter class.
Below: Robin Leyon of Belgium, 3rd place finisher in 2-dog scooter class.
Vesa-Pekka Jurvelin of Finland, champion of the 2-dog scooter.
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Michael Siertsema of Canada leaves the start in 6-dog rig class.

Awards podium for relay race, which featured 3 legs: canicross, scooter, and bikejor.
From left to right: 2nd place: France- Victorien Duval, Jean-Phillipe Deslayes, Antony Le Moigne; 1st place: Belgium- Robin Leyon,
Phillipe Wery, Bernoit Natalis; 3rd place: Sweden- Patrik Jadsten, Emmy Naslund, Sussi Gronberg.

...more photos from
Left: Laurence Saucier of Canada races in 1-dog bikejor class.
Far Left: Anne O'Donnell of Canada and Danny Fitzgerald of Great
Britain leave the exchange zone neck-and-neck in the bikejor leg of
the relay race.

BRISTOL
dryland

WORld CHAMPIONSHIPS
photos by Cindy Lottes Photography
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vet check

Study sheds light on orthopedic
injuries during iditarod
a close look at dropped dog
numbers from 2011 RACE
by Dirsko von Pfeil, DVM

Unbelievable but true – 4 years after we started the study on orthopedic injuries
during the Iditarod 2011, we finally have some results to share with you.
Unfortunately there was a severe delay due to challenges with the first statistical
analyst, but once we had that straightened out, the official scientific paper could
be written and was recently accepted for publication - in less than 1 year since
we decided to work with another statistician.
We would like to say thanks for the help and time of all mushers who
volunteered to participate in the study’s questionnaire and waited patiently for
this moment. Your input is very much appreciated, and we are very grateful
that you provided a lot of the information that will hopefully be helpful for
many other mushers and dogs in the future. Please note that, while it may have
been the impression by some, none of the authors “needed” this study for any
academic or professional career advancement at study beginning – this work
was all voluntary by all involved in an effort to help prevent or decrease the risk
of orthopedic injuries in sled dogs in the future. The same is true for the study
funding. There was no money available to fund this study. All funds came from
the authors (out of pocket) themselves.
Below you find a short summary and some tables; we hope it will be worthwhile
information for you. More information is available in the final paper. It can be
downloaded for free from the following web address:
http://www.dovepress.com/articles.php?article_id=24241.
Thank you and happy reading!
Dirsko von Pfeil
with Bill Liska, Stu Nelson, Sabine Mann and Joseph Wakshlag

51%

of dropped dogs had
orthopedic injury

12.7%
carpus
(wrist)

38%

of the starting field of
861 dogs were dropped
28 september/october
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SUMMARY OF A STUDY ON ORTHOPEDIC INJURIES DURING THE IDITAROD 2011 SLED DOG RACE
by VON PFEIL DJ1,2; LISKA WD3; NELSON S JR4; MANN S5; WAKSHLAG JJ5
1
Friendship Surgical Specialists Of The Friendship Hospital For Animals, Washington, DC, 2Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, 3Global
Veterinary Specialists, Sugar Land, TX, 4Iditarod Headquarters, Wasilla, AK, 5Cornell University, Ithaca, NY

This work was all voluntary by all
involved in an effort to help prevent
or decrease the risk of orthopedic
injuries in sled dogs in the future.

O

rthopedic injuries during the Iditarod
can result in race discontinuation
(dropped dogs), but are rarely career ending.
This prospective study was conducted during
the Iditarod 2011 to identify orthopedic
injuries and describe risk factors associated
with dropped dogs.
Mushers were informed of the study prior
to race start. Signed informed consent
was obtained. Data were collated from a
confidential extensive questionnaire, the
Vet-book, dropped dog forms, and GPSbased speed/distance calculations. With
exception of the questionnaire results,
the collected information was compared
between mushers who participated in the
study and the ones who did not participate
(for example speed data). This was necessary
to ensure that the results we got from the
participants were representative of the entire
field. Orthopedic injury risk factors and
dropped dog-incidence were statistically
analyzed with trends established at P≤0.10
and significance declared at P<0.05.

30.6%

shoulder

(biceps/ triceps/
pectoralis)

4.5%

skeletal pelvic limb

(bones of feet, hock, hip, femur, stifle)

3.0%

muscle/tendon: pelvic limb

(Achilles tendon, gastrocs, quadriceps)

49.4%
of dropped dogs

The results of this study initially consisted
of approximately 5GB of data. A lot of
data-filtering was necessary and the
following represents only the key findings
of this work:
-Twenty-five of the 62 mushers (40.32%)
participated. Table 1 represents a summary
of participant’s data.
-Of the entire starting field (all mushers,
not only participants), the dropped dogincidence was 38.3%.
-Of all dropped dogs, the frequency of
orthopedic injury was 50.6% (Table 2).
-Veteran (“experienced/older”) racing dogs
were less frequently dropped (P=0.003)
(Table 3).
-Increased speed was associated with fewer
shoulder injuries (P=0.03) (Table 2).
-Carpal (wrist) injuries were more frequent
with increased training distance (P=0.02).
-Leasing dogs tended to decrease the
number of dropped dogs for any reason
compared to teams that did not lease dogs
(P=0.09).
-Although not found to be significant
because of the various answers obtained,
one possibly very interesting summary for
mushers is table 4, listing injury prevention
and treatment methods.
No further significant correlation to all other
factors evaluated could be made. Due to the
statistical model, we could not determine
exact numbers for detected risk factors to
drop a dog. In other words, we could not
provide a specific number for example of a
specific training distance that was associated
with a wrist injury.
While our study provides valid information
on racing sled dogs, never reported before
in the veterinary literature and likely helpful
for future research in this field, different
factors during another year may reveal
different results.

Iditarod injury study cont'd next page

had no orthopedic
injury

data from "Table 2" on next page
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Iditarod injury study cont'd from previous page

TABLES FOR IDITAROD-ORTHO-INJURY SUMMARY FOR MUSHERS

Table 1. Characteristics of the mushers who volunteered to participate in the questionnaire.

Mean
± SDa
(range)
a

Age
(years)
41.7
±10.3
(21-61)

Years in sport

Pre-race training
kmb

Current season
race kmb

Preparation time for
Iditarod (months/year)

Highly intensive
pre-race
conditioning &
training (weeks)

7.4 ± 6.0
(1-19)

4023.36 ±
1496.69
(804.67-6437.37)

1915.12 ± 1277.82
(0-2950)

6.4 ± 4.3
(0-12)

13.5 ± 7.2
(0-25)

standard deviation, b kilometer

Table 2. Drop reasons for teams as well as age distribution and gender of dogs and speed of the team before being dropped
Participating
teams (n=21)

Total number of dogs dropped/dogs in race (%)

Non-participating
teams (n=33)

123/336 (36.6%) 207/ 525 (39.4 %)

Median speed before being dropped ± SD

P

0.41

Total – all teams (n=54)
N

%

330 /861

38.3

7.80 ± 0.94

7.93 ± 0.96

0.23

7.85 ± 0.95

4.0 ± 1.9

4.2 ± 2.1

0.37

4.2 ± 2.0

Male

78/209 (37.3%)

150/353 (42.5%)

0.09

Female

45/127 (35.4%)

Mean age of dropped dogs ±SD
Gender of dropped dogs/dogs in race (%)

228/562

40.6%

57/172 (33.1%)

102/299

34.1%

42/330

12.7%

101/330

30.6%

15/330

4.5%

9/330

3.0%

Number of dogs dropped per category (% of all dropped)
Carpus (wrist)

17 (13.8%)

26 (12.6%)

Shoulder (biceps/triceps/pectoralis)

38 (30.9%)

67 (32.4%)

Skeletal pelvic limb (bones of feet,
hock, hip, femur, stifle)

8 (6.5%)

7 (3.4%)

Muscle / tendon: pelvic limb (Achilles
tendon, gastrocs, quadriceps)

2 (1.6%)

8 (3.9%)

0.23

SD: standard deviation
Table 3. Dog age and number of dogs dropped and percentage of all dogs in age group including both participants and nonparticipants.
Participants and non-participants
DD ortho (%)

DD (%)a

DD orthob (%)

Number
of dogs in
race

1

29

19 (65.5)

11 (37.9)

10 (34.5)

6 (20.7)

2

124

59 (47.6)

27 (21.8)

18 (14.5)

12 (9.7)

3

196

71 (36.2)

31 (15.8)

24 (12.2)

7 (3.6)

4

134

54 (40.3)

32 (23.9)

27 (20.1)

16 (12.0)

5

121

39 (32.2)

19 (15.7)

16 (13.2)

7 (5.8)

6

109

39 (35.8)

22 (20.2)

15 (13.8)

8 (7.4)

7

73

26 (35.6)

17 (23.3)

7 (9.6)

6 (8.2)

8

53

15 (28.3)

7 (13.2)

5 (9.4)

3 (5.7)

9-11

24

8 (33.3)

1 (4.2)

1 (4.1)

0 (0)

861

330 (38.3)

167 (19.4)

123 (14.3)

65 (7.5)

Total
a

b

dropped dogs borthopedic reasons only (shoulder, carpus, pelvic limb injuries)
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a
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Table 4. Injury prevention and treatment. Various strategies were applied alone or in multiple combinations. There was a wide
variability of responses obtained and thus, all strategies are listed. An association between any strategy with injured and/
or dropped dogs could not be detected in this study. Thus, specific recommendations on the application of these strategies
cannot be made.
Anatomical Location

Injury Prevention or Treatment Measures applied

Neck, shoulder, front leg muscles

none, no neck line, change harness, massage/
stretching, hyperoxygenated peanut oil and
rosemary oil extracti, essential oil of wintergreenj,
peanut oil and rosemary extractsk, and Emu oill,
coat, heat, heat and ice, decrease travel speed,
coats on in any windy weather, change harness,
change position on gangline intermittently

Wrist and hock

none, massage/stretching , hyperoxygenated
peanut oil and rosemary oil extracti, essential oil
of wintergreenj, peanut oil and rosemary extractsk,
and Emu oill, neoprene wrap

Low back muscles, hip muscles, knees

none, massage/stretching, hyperoxygenated
peanut oil and rosemary oil extracti, essential
oil of wintergreenj, peanut oil and rosemary
extractsk, and Emu oill, coats, coat and heat,
change harness, change position on gangline
intermittently

Feet (front and back)

none, trim nails, massage/stretching, mentholm,
massage/stretching and hyperoxygenated peanut
oil and rosemary oil extracti, essential oil of
wintergreenj, peanut oil and rosemary extractsk,
and Emu oill

Swollen feet

none, trim nails, boot liners, massage,
hyperoxygenated peanut oil and rosemary oil
extracti, essential oil of wintergreenj, peanut oil
and rosemary extractsk, and Emu oill, 50:50 mix
mentholm and sulfur powdero

Moist feet

none, drop dog, trim nails, massage, mentholm,
50:50 mentholn and sulfur powdero

Splits and cracks in feet

none, trim nails, Thuja zinc oxidep, iodineq,
petrolatumr, mentholm, clindamycins

i. ALGYVAL, Massage Balm for Dogs, Alpine Outfitters, San Clemente, CA.
j. Zalox, , Ten Squared Racing, Two Harbors, MN.
k. Accede, Ten Squared Racing, Two Harbors, MN.
l. Mushers First Aid, Mountain Ridge, Shirley Mills, MN.
m. Gold Bond Blue Foot Powder, Chattem Inc, Chatanooga, TN.
n. Web Med, Mountain Ridge, Shirley Mills, MN.
o. Sulfur powder precipitated, 500mg, Cole-Parmer Instrument Company LLC, Court Vernon Hills, IL.
p. Pink Ointment, Iditarod Headquarters, Wasilla, AK.
q. Iodine 1% Ointment, California Veterinary Supply, Pahrump, NV.
r. Vaseline Jelly, White Petrolatum Usp (100%), Unilever United States, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
s. Clindamycin Hydrochloride Capsules, USP [300mg/capsule], Ranbaxy Inc., a Sun Pharma Company,
Princeton, NJ.
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WHAT "IT" TAKES

Filming modernization, mushing
stories, and a dwindling mushing
livelihood on the Old Mail Trail
by Jayme Dittmar

“To be a champion, to last in this, you
need to have it. Some people have it, most
don’t.”

I

’ve heard that elder mushers can see through a person and
realize their character as instantly as they recognize a good dog.
I nervously waited for the impending inspection by Jerry Riley,
winner of the 1976 Iditarod, to tell me if I had whatever “it” may be.
As Jerry moved on to look at the dogs instead, I decided that
whatever “it” was, I was certainly going to need “it” for our upcoming
mushing trip. Jen Raffaeli, Denali National Park and Preserve Kennels
Manager, and I were mushing the Old Mail Trail from Nenana to
Manley, in an attempt to determine how mushing will continue in a
future of climate change, culture loss and rising dog yard expenses.
The goal was to interview residents and film their perspectives on the
historical and cultural transition of mushing.

Mushing culture in jeopardy
At one time sled dogs were an essential, everyday tool for most
communities in Alaska. These dogs were used for traveling, hunting,
fishing, tracking, babysitting, for companionship or as alarm
systems. In the winter they pulled sledges great distances hauling
supplies,accessing traplines, and traveling to neighboring villages.
Native sled dogs were eventually traded to homesteaders and early
explorers as the only means of efficient travel in the rugged Alaskan
frontier. However, in the 1960s the sled dog was vanquished by the
“iron dog.” The snowmachine had emerged on the landscape and
provided villages with more speed and power than they had ever
seen before. As industrialism was prioritized and sled dogs were
displaced out of daily village life, many claimed this transition was
their culture adapting out of necessity. Northern villages were facing
significant economic strain without the additional financial burden of
32 september/october
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feeding and caring for a team of sled dogs. Native Alaskans were also
combating suicide, drug abuse, climate change and poverty at this
same time period.
Did sled dogs serve simply as a mode of travel or do they play a
more significant role in subsistence and frontier culture? Is a part of
northern culture being lost with the disappearance of the sled dog?
Is there still a place for sled dogs in the Interior? We were seeking the
answers to these questions and more.
For the first year of this project, we decided to travel down the Old
Mail Trail. Nenana seemed like the most logical place to start, once
being a centralized trading village and base for many of the mail
carriers (including Denali’s first Superintendent, Harry Karstens)
who mushed into the Interior. We had interviews planned with Joee
Redington Jr., Chief Lloyd Charlie in Minto and several others along
the way. We packed up the dogs and gear on April 2nd, as ready as we
could be for a ten day trip on unseen trails to unknown villages.

Nenana to Manley Hot Springs
After arriving in Nenana and filling the truck with gas, we
unexpectedly met Jessie Holmes. Jessie owns a kennel in Nenana and
said he has been half parented half advised by the mushing legends of
the Interior, such as Rocky and Jerry Riley for years. After we made
a quick stop and a presentation at the school, Jessie helped us hook
up dogs and gave us navigation advice on the outgoing melting trails.
This is also where we met Jerry Riley, who told us about the dogs
in some of the first Iditarod races, dogs that looked similar to ours.
About one mile after our take off at the Nenana Cultural Center we
reached the turn to leave the Nenana River. My loaded down sled hit
the steep embankment with the thud of sled runners meeting mud.
Jessie appeared from above seemingly out of nowhere. He ran down
and grabbed the back of the gang line. “I know you don’t need my help,
but I’m just going to give this a pull,” he said. The sled breaks loose and
we continued up the slope. “Only another musher would know to be
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right here,” I thought, with a profound sense
of gratitude and I wondered if we would ever
cross paths again.
The next few days we traveled over flat,
hard-packed trails, lingering from the
Iditarod and other local spring races. When
there was any confusion on which direction
to go, we followed the dog booties, straw and
Iditarod trail markers. We eventually reached
the Tolovana Roadhouse, now owned by
Leslie Goodwin Williams and Dave Williams.
The Tolovana Roadhouse has been a welcome
refuge to many mushers through the years.
When not in use for Dave and Leslie’s touring
operation, it may be used by the occasional
musher or skier if permission is granted first.
The evening was spent drying our things

Left: Tolovana was the first trading point on the
Serum Run and is the last remaining historic roadhouse along the Nenana to Nome mail trail. Photo
by Jayme Dittmar

in front of a real fire, sleeping in an actual
bed. The next day we mushed thirty miles
to Manley Hot Springs following the large
wooden tripods. We arrived in the evening
before Easter and set up camp across from
the Manley Roadhouse.
Our first official interview was with Joee
Redington Jr. His wife, Pam, came and picked
us up the next morning. “I don’t know if you
will be able to find a chair, but there is lots of
floor space,” she said. The Redington’s house
always seemed to have visitors.
On this particular morning we shared
coffee and cake with Miriam Osredkar, Joar
Leifseth-Ulsom, Timofei Gynuntegin, and
Cole Larsen, who were taking off to run the
Serum Run trail to Nome. They arrived the
night before and were trucking the dogs as
far as they could up the recently plowed road
before starting the trip. [Photos from their
journey were featured in the July/August
2015 issue of Mushing.]
I asked Joee and Pam about the
requirements of owning a kennel in the
Interior today.
“You need to have a good job, or a wife that
works,” said Pam.
Joee included, a musher can’t sit still for
long. “You never see a lazy musher,” he said.
“You have to be a hustler, constantly be on
the move, putting up feed, or finding jobs,
and things you can do to support your
kennel.”
The Redington Kennel had been

completely
self-sustaining
until about 2000. Joee worked
most of the summer fishing at
the mouth of the Yukon and
on the Cook Inlet, with his
brothers, for dog food. He said
the kennel could pay for itself
with racing and breeding dogs.
And now Joee is starting
to pass on his knowledge of
subsistence living forward.
He's helped teach younger
mushers, such as Cole, how to
use a fish wheel and prepare
fish for use as dog food.
“It’s work…but everyday, I
wake up excited to be with the
dogs and think about what I
The view from inside the Tolovana Roadhouse.
can do with them,” he said.
Photo by Jayme Dittmar
Joee and Pam also run a
summer tour business. There
is always coffee on the pot,
introduced us to the staff and campers. It felt
and travelers knocking on their door at all like we were meeting old friends, instead of
hours of the night. But there was something making new ones. They provided us a place
more than end of the road convenience that to stay, dinner, and lively conversation that
magnetically draws others.
evening.
It is something beyond the Redington
The next morning we assisted with Steve’s
mushing legacy, something even more than cultural activity session. At one point he
the musher’s unspoken code that includes hopped on the back of one of our sleds and
always helping each other out. Maybe tested its flexibility. In that moment I saw a
because Joee Redington Jr. is a part of
Old Mail Trail continued next page
something larger that engenders a sense of
value and meaning - a childhood,
career, and partnership that
has revolved around mushing,
a livelihood that becomes more
rare and more extraordinary
with time.

Manley Hot Springs to New
Minto
Minto relocated their village
site 22 miles north to higher
ground in 1971 after continual
flooding of the original site by the
Tanana River. Today the old site
is used as a family recovery camp,
designed to reconnect Native
people to their traditional values
and culture while overcoming
substance abuse. After our day’s
mush back from Manley, Steven
Ketzler welcomed us warmly and

caption for photo

Right: Unused sleds remain in the
village of Minto, but many of the dogs
have disappeared.
Photo by Jen Raffaeli
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Old Mail Trail continued from previous page

Chief Lloyd Charlie, in red jacket at right, gives me the countdown at the start of the Minto Spring Carnival Women's Race. Photo by Jen Raffaeli

My mother said I ran my first sled dog race
before I was even born. Twenty-six years later
this was unlike any race I’ve experienced.
man
who
undoubtedly
experienced
significant hardship come alive. I knew he
had lived things behind teams of dogs that
I never would. He told stories of strength,
and survival. He once mushed a team back
to Nenana in a blizzard, eating what he could
find along the trail to feed himself and his
dogs. The distance the racing teams cover
now in hours took him nine days.
The next morning we left for New Minto. I
received directions from Chief Lloyd Charlie
on the phone the night before. We traveled
through Old Minto, and about a mile out we
reached the red cloth tied to a tree. We took
a right and saw the pink plastic sled with the
holes in it 150 yards down the trail, which
meant we were on the correct outlet. We
continued down the trail that wove through
swamps, around beaver lodges and through
birch forest.
We camped at the bottom of the south
facing hill that led into the town. The snow
had melted away leaving mostly gravel. Soon
after a butterfly landed on Jen’s sled.
“Do you think we are supposed to still be
out here?” I asked laughing, even though
I couldn’t really think of any other place I
would rather be.
Walking through town Chief Lloyd
Charlie, president of the Minto Dog Mushers
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Association, greeted us near our campsite.
Lloyd had been tracking our progress making
calls to friends in every village along the way
to ensure that we were coming to Minto and
would be
I told Lloyd that neither Jen or I would be
racing. Our teams were already eight days
on the trail at that point. Our 70-90 pound
freight hauling dogs are not bred or trained
for sprint racing. They spent the winter
breaking trail rarely going above seven mph
the last few months, and were certainly not
ready to attempt to compete in a sprint race..
”Not to worry,” Lloyd said, ”You will still have
dogs to race.”
Cooking down moose meat and fish one
morning, he told me how everyone used
to own a dog team. “We did everything
with dogs, everything. It was our only
transportation,” he said. “You can tell I’ve
been around awhile.” There are two families
now in the Minto Dog Musher’s Association,
working to keep the spirit of mushing alive
in the Interior. Lloyd also just received a dog
from George Attla’s kennel to help him with
the task.
As evening approached we were watching
Lloyd organize race entries when the phone
rang. It was Jessie. Lloyd handed me the
phone, and Jessie asked if I wanted to race
his dogs in the Women’s race on Friday. I

couldn’t believe he was trusting his team to
me after only a brief interaction. I agreed,
once again amazed at the extreme generosity
from people we had just met.
Leading up to the carnival, we socialized
with many people from the community. The
time passed quickly at the feet of elders,
talking dogs, drinking coffee and listening to
stories late in the night.

Minto Spring Carnival Women’s Race
That morning we had the draw at the
community center for the women’s race in
the afternoon. We spent the morning at Virgil
Titus’s house listening to native music and,
of course, talking about sled dogs. The fire
was crackling outside cooking the moose that
would be served that evening. And then it was
time.
Jessie and I harnessed the dogs. It has been
two years since I retired from my sprint racing
career, and here I was behind the runners at
the countdown. Suddenly, the familiar heart
pounding, the head rush came back. The
sled holders let go of the team. I instinctively
stopped thinking and let the dogs take over. I
kicked my foot back to pedal, not realizing I
was timing with the wheel dogs’ gait.
“Run em' like you stole em,” Jessie had
said. Racing through the streets of the villages
with people cheering, and elders watching
carefully at the road crossings. Knowingly,
seeing the dogs and the mushers. Maybe
seeing who had “it” on this particular day.
The trail wound through the woods onto
a ridge. In the shaded sections there was
snow. On the exposed sections there was not.
Luckily the stakes we planted in the ground
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the day before held firm guiding the dogs
through the sections of bare ground.
My mother said I ran my first sled dog race
before I was even born. Twenty-six years later
this was unlike any race I’ve experienced.
I was passed more than once, which I
expected. Jessie’s team was made up of
Alaskan huskies. His dogs are seasoned
distance dogs, trained, bred and fed to be on
the trail for days. But I felt strong. I felt alive.
Seeing the hounds of today’s sprint mushers
thundering past, I saw modernization as
a bystander. I saw a time when everyone
mushed their teams into distant villages,
instead of flying or driving. I saw a time
when supplemental powders, hounds and
aluminum sleds didn’t exist. I wondered if
mushing today is actually too expensive, or if
we are perpetuating it to be so with our ultra
competitiveness. We crossed the finish line to
cheers and to Jessie waiting to take his team
back to camp. I thanked him profusely, and
later handed him the purse money, but it still
didn’t seem like enough for the experience.
That night at a ceremonial potlatch we
ate moose, danced and greeted friends from
the trail who had come in for the carnival.
Virgil addressed the community on the
importance of keeping the spirit of mushing
alive in villages. He recognized Lloyd who
tirelessly worked on raising purse money for
the racers who spent so much to travel. He

also acknowledged Jessie, who
mushed his dogs here to race.
“Minto has always been a town of
sled dogs, and needs to always be
a town of sled dogs,” Virgil said.

The Trail Ahead

You may plan for weeks, pack and repack
supplies, create twelve different possible
itineraries, and at times you still won’t
be prepared for mushing trails in Alaska
without the help of those around you.

We left Minto at first light the
next morning when we were
certain the rivers and ponds
would still be solid ice. We mushed out with
the sunrise, two wolves and the migrating
swans.
On the trail, mail carriers once depended
on a large support network of roadhouses,
families and general philanthropy to travel
from village to village. As mushing continues
to transition through time, some things
haven’t really changed.
You may plan for weeks, pack and repack
supplies, create twelve different possible
itineraries, and at times you still won’t be
prepared for mushing trails in Alaska without
the help of those around you. Even if you don’t
rely on them for direct support, you can count
on the people you meet along the way to make
the experience more enjoyable.
I had a start to the video project, and the
Old Mail Trail led me directly to the people
I needed to find. Jerry Riley never actually
told me if I had “it” or not. Regardless, I
think the minority of people who continue to
mush in the Interior, often without economic

incentive, and too often today without snow,
do have “it”. The Redingtons, Lloyd Charlie
and Jessie Holmes all embody the work ethic,
dedication and altruism that mushing will
require to persevere in a modern age. This
generation, and those that follow in their
runner tracks will be the true champions in
the future of mushing.

Jayme Dittmar grew up racing
competitively in the midwest sprint circuit.
She is currently a graduate student at the
University of Montana. She's pictured here
during the Minto Spring Carnival Women's
Race.

SECOND SKIN™
The Official Harness
Of the US Skijoring Team!
Designed by professionals at:

“Quality equipment made in the
USA, by mushers for sled dogs!”

HOWLING DOG® ALASKA
Secure ordering at: www.howlingdogalaska.com

Tel. 913-912-DOGS (3647)

Adanac Sleds & Equipment
www.adanacsleds.com 406-881-2909

Your ONE-STOP for quality, affordable, and innovative
dog sled equipment, sleds, skijoring, bikejoring,
canicross and scootering products.

35 years of trustworthy service.
Our ZIMA x-back harness is the original for over
50 years—often copied, never duplicated. View our
updated website for this season’s hottest products.

find us on facebook

MOUNTAIN RIDGE BOOTIES

Fabric Made in USA - capable of 100-150 miles
Race with them this year, train with them next year.
Velstretch Closure w/tab means they stay on.
Pricing as low as 85 cents per boot
Made in the USA

Order Toll Free • 866-DOG-BOOT
Shop Online • mtnridge.com
Check out all of our Iditarod & Yukon Quest
tested equipment online or ask us for a free brochure!
PO Box 54, Shirley Mills, Maine 04485

207-695-3754 • info@mtnridge.com
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media review

THE GREAT ALONE Starring Lance Mackey
Directed by Greg Kohs
review by Donna Quante
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his marks the third time
I have written an article
for Mushing about Lance
Mackey. The first two were in 2010
when I reviewed his book, The Lance Mackey
Story and an interview with him after he won
his fourth Iditarod in a row. In the interest
of transparency, I want to be clear: I like
Lance Mackey a lot. I took care of his dropped
Iditarod dogs in 2008, visited his home and
hung out at the finish line of races with him.
I'm a fan.
In October 2015, with a friend, Carolyn,
and my sister, Marsha, in tow, we drove from
Gettysburg to Philadelphia to see a viewing
of The Great Alone at the Philadelphia Film
Festival. In search of a distributor, the
film has been playing festivals all over the
country to rave reviews and happy filmgoers.
We met up with several more friends and
after a wonderful dinner, made our way to
the theater. As I looked over the crowd, I
only saw a few who appeared to be mushing
enthusiasts. The rest I assumed were movie
fanatics looking for something different from
this festival. They were not disappointed as
evidenced by the standing ovation at the end
of the film.
For
those
familiar
with
Lance’s
autobiography, part of the film is familiar.
Lance and all his family members talk about
life growing up in this mushing family and
how it was to be part of it. It wasn’t an ideal
life, nor easy. But director Greg Kohs and his
editor Debbie McMurtrey have taken Lance’s
life and woven it into his running of the 2013
Iditarod. Juxtaposing the highs of mushing
with the lows of a difficult childhood and
the need to make his dad proud, there were
moments that were difficult to watch. I felt so
sorry for the whole family. When Lance won
his first Iditarod and his dad wasn’t there but
his mom was, she was saying “I’m here!” I
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This film is for
everyone who
wants to be
encouraged to
press on when
hope is lost.

wanted to kick Lance and say be grateful for
your mom! And he is. They hug at the finish
and it is so genuine and heartfelt that tears
are flowing everywhere; on screen and in the
theater! When his dad arrives at the finishers
banquet in Nome, the passion is complete.
Pure, raw emotion. Finally, Lance has proven

himself.
There is so much honesty in this film in
terms of what life has thrown at Lance. A
troubled childhood, time in jail for drug use,
a teenage attitude that constantly gets him
trouble and serves to show the viewer that
Lance is just like any other kid of divorce
that doesn’t understand what happened. It
is amazing that he is able to work through
it all and arguably become the best musher
in the world. The fact that he can finally
reconcile with his dad, though still show
moments of disbelief of adventures they
should have shared when he was young,
makes him just like other normal people. I
think this is why most people are drawn to
Lance. He may be the best musher around,
but he is still human and still has demons to
exorcise. His reaction to cancer is to meet it
face on, only to suddenly realize he may not
overcome it. That reality is very sobering.
As for the film itself, I believe it is very
well crafted. Without giving too much away,
the filmmakers have taken a hard life story,
woven it around not only the 2013 Iditarod,
but also the rest of the Mackey family. The
commentary from all of Lance’s relatives
is priceless. For Lance, the 2013 Iditarod
was extremely difficult. He finished, but did
not win. The effects of his fight with cancer
had taken a toll on his body. It’s a wonder
he could race at all. But cancer is what
draws the family back together. This part
of the movie was hard for me to watch. It is
brutally heart-wrenching.
The magic of the film is found in the
achingly beautiful photography of the
great land known as Alaska. Through family
photographs and archival footage of Iditarod
to present day images, the viewer realizes
just how small a man and his team are in a
place that is larger than life– how one wrong
turn, one small mistake, can cost you dearly
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whether you’re on the back of a dog sled or
working at a truck stop. But there are lighter
moments too. One of my favorites is of Lance,
trying to get his team back out on the trail,
taking the time to sign an autograph for a
young Native girl who had been patiently
waiting. The whole audience awed at that one.
But that is how Lance is; he’s just kind when
he doesn’t have to be.
My criticism of the movie is minor. There
is no mention of the undeniable feat by
Lance and his teams of back-to-back Yukon
Quest and Iditarod wins and the 4 timesin-a-row Iditarod wins–an unheralded
accomplishment that should stand
the test of time. And while the love
between Lance and his dogs is
fabulously portrayed, I wanted
to see more! I wanted people
to know how much Lance’s
dogs have influenced so
many other dog teams in
Alaska. I wanted people to
know why he is considered
the “Dogfather”. I wanted
people to know, that in the
hands of a knowledgeable,
caring musher, a sled dog can
indeed easily run 1,000 miles. I
guess that’s a different movie.
After the showing, Director Kohs
and Lance hung around to talk with
the audience. It was very entertaining with
a lot of good questions. Lance proceeded to
the lobby afterward to sign autographs and
take the ubiquitous photos with anyone who
wanted one. For a man who likes to be alone
with his dogs, he does well with people. I asked
Greg Kohs how the festivals were going. He
told me that the film festival circuit has been
fantastic. He especially appreciated watching
people’s reactions to Lance afterward and
their joy at being able to actually stand next
to him and be touched by his personality.
The Great Alone is becoming welldecorated as it makes its way through the
festival circuit, garnering such accolades
as "Grand Prize" from the Banff Mountain
Film Festival and "Grand Jury Award" at the
Seattle International Film Festival.
Once Lance was finished with the fans, I
got to speak with him for a few minutes. He
is very pleased with the great reviews and
the great audiences that he thinks are mostly
dog lovers that hopefully become mushing
lovers. He credits Greg for all the success.
He never expected all this to happen and is
especially grateful for being able to rebuild

his relationship with his dad. His mom,
Kathie, has been on a lot of the tour with him
and he has enjoyed her company and sharing
this experience with her too. He plans to run
some races in the lower 48 this season: CanAm, UP200, and the Wyoming Stage Stop.
Longer races are on hold for now. It was so
good to see him and I honestly believe he is
looking healthier than he has in recent years.
I sure hope that is true.
For more reactions to the film, I asked

The Great Alone is
becoming well-decorated
as it makes its way through
the festival circuit, garnering
such accolades as "Grand Prize"
from the Banff Mountain Film
Festival and "Grand Jury Award"
at the Seattle International
Film Festival.

my friends how they liked the movie. My
sister Marsha Stoffa, who is not a musher,
but is certainly a dog lover, said she enjoyed
the subject and thought it was the best
example she’s seen of overcoming medical
problems. She did think the music was a
bit overpowering at times (i.e. too loud).
However, I thought the natural sounds of the
arctic wilderness traveling by dog team were
exquisite.
My friend Pat Bach, who, along with
her husband Mel, has served as Iditarod
volunteers several times at the McGrath
Checkpoint, said, “I thought it was an
excellent movie and it will do wonders for
the sport of mushing. [A friend] and I were
talking on the way home and she said she was
never aware of all that goes on with mushing.
Lance was very open with his history and his
cancer issues which will also be positive for
other cancer patients and other young people
who may be struggling.”
From my friend Carolyn McKenrick, who

is a musher and current secretary of the
Pennsylvania Sled Dog Club: “The film was
excellent! It showed the love and compassion
that Lance has for his dogs and the sport of
dog mushing. You really felt like you were
right there with him as he went down the
trail. It also showed the determination he had
to succeed.”
And last, but not least, from my friend Susi
Marsh, who along with her husband, Eric,
runs a sled dog tour operation in Skytop in
the Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania. This
is all you need to know about the movie: “This
is a film about a mother’s hope, a father’s fear,
a son's dream. About surviving against
adversity, cancer, addiction and finding
redemption and yourself while in
the Great Alone. It just happens
to be set in Alaska and about dog
sledding. Trust me, it is without
a doubt a film for everyone. I
have held the 69 Mets’ World
Series Trophy and hugged Tug
McGraw. I have had the New
York Islanders Stanley cup in
my living room. I sat on the
tool box at a NASCAR Race and
handed Dale Earnhardt a water
bottle. All pale in comparison to
watching The Great Alone in a tiny
theater in Philadelphia seated rows
away from Lance Mackey. The film is for
everyone who wants to be encouraged to
press on when hope is lost. It will encourage
anyone who feels the odds are against them. It
will inspire you to love something more than
yourself. It will confirm that your addiction
and fears, can be your ultimate salvation. Go
see The Great Alone. You’ll fall in love with a
real champion (named Larry) and might just
want to call his human a true HERO. You’ll
put dog sledding at the top of your bucket list.”
I truly hope Greg Kohs finds a distributor.
This film deserves to be played across the
country in movie theaters everywhere.
Meanwhile, if you find it at a film festival,
go see it. You will not be disappointed. Four
paws up!!! (Or maybe that should be 64 paws
up to encompass the whole team! )
You can find more information about The
Great Alone on Facebook.
Donna Quante is a recreational musher,
videographer and photographer, and owner
of Husky Productions.
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brought to you by:

DIY: Rope Fidding Rope Fidding Rop
How
to Make your own linesInstructions
Fairbanks, Alaska coldspotfeeds.com
Fairbanks, Alaska

Step #1
Cut segment of hollow
braid rope.
Find appropriate size
fid.
Step #2
Decide where the ‘top’
of your loop will be
and crease rope.

Step #3
Decide where bottom of
loop will be. Insert fid.

Step #4
Insert ‘end’ into fid.

Step #5
Pull fid thru rope.
Your rope should now
look like example
to the left.
Step #6
Remove fid from main
segment of rope. Reinsert
fid into ‘end’ right next to
last fid point (see example to left).
38 september/october
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Ins

Step #1
Cut segment of hollow
braid rope.
Step #7
appropriate
sizethe
PlaceFind
opposite
‘end’ into
fid.of the fid.
bottom
Step #2
Decide where the ‘top’
of your loop will be
Step #8
and
crease
rope.
Pull fid
thru
rope.

Your loop is now ‘locked’
and almost complete.
Step #3
Decide where bottom of
Step #9
loop will be. Insert fid.

Pull your rope ‘ends’ tightly
to cinch down. It helps if you
place a finger into the loop
when Step
you #4
pull on the ends.
Insert ‘end’ into fid.

Step #10
#5 center of the
PlaceStep
fid into
Pull fid
long ‘end’
of thru
roperope.
segment.
Your rope should now
look like example
to the left.

Step #11
PlaceStep
short
‘end’ into open
#6
end ofRemove
fid. Push
thru
fid fid
from
main
segment of rope. Reinsert
long segment.

fid into ‘end’ right next to
last fid point (see example to left).

FINISHED LOOP
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Photo Credit: Valley Snow Dogz LLC

1-800-561-0072
InukshukPro.com
info@InukshukPro.com

New & Improved USA Pricing!
RUBY SNACKS DOG BISCUITS
REINDEER * SOCKEYE PARSLEY * PEANUT BUTTER
PUMPKIN * BLUEBERRY MINT * CARROT
wheat free, corn free, local ingredients

rubysnacks@yahoo.com
www.etsy.com/shop/RubySnacks
ALL NATURAL DOG TREATS
MADE IN ALASKA

wholesale pricing available

Property For -SalePerfect for Mushing Business

Northeastern Minnesota near the Canadian border and Lake Superior
Timber Framed Cottage in Sugar Maples. This cute and totally unique get-away
cabin is located on 20 acres of bright red maple forest. Walls of glass and custom
features, along with a wrap-around deck, bring the outdoors inside. The high ridgetop location has spectacular views through the trees and to Lake Superior. Great
new cedar sauna, firewood crib and a 90’ X 90’ x 8’ high new commercial cyclone
fenced dog yard and miles of sled dog trails right from property. Dead-end road.
Power, High speed internet available.

Call Lonnie Dupre at 218-370-2015 or lonnie@boreal.org
MLS#:6004775 - Priced at $137,500

www.mushing.com
It Takes a Great Team
to Win These Races:

2006 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006 Diavik 150 • WIN
2005 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN
2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life
stages, nutritionally
supporting great dogs.
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January
1

Junior Challenge Race #1

Fairbanks, AK

x

1

ASDRA Junior Points Race 1

Anchorage, AK

x

Stearns Siding Sled Dog Race

Baldwin, MI

2-3

Wareham Forest

Sugar Hill, Wareham, Dorset, UK

2-3

Orville & Doris Lake Memorial Race

2-3

2 Bruce Braden Memorial Sled Dog Race

x
x

Alta Via

Trivigno, Italy

9

Tahquamenon Country Sled Dog Race

Newberry, MI

9

ASDRA Junior Points Race 2

Anchorage, AK

x

x

x

Anchorage, AK

Knik, AK

3-9

x

Knik, AK

Knik 200 (Joe Redington Sr. Memorial)
Sled Dog Race

2

x
x
x

x

x

x

Grand Marais, MN

x

9-10 Forest Of Dean

Forest of Dean, UK

9-20

La Grand Odyssée

France

Kuskokwim 300/Bogus Creek 150

Bethel, AK

x

x
x

Northome, MN

x

Bethel, AK

x

16-17

Kalkaska Winterfest

Kalkaska, MI

x

x

x

16-17

Westbrook Winter Festival

Westbrook, ME

x

x

x

16-17

Didsbury Dog Sled Derby

Didsbury, AB, Canada

x

x

x

x

x
x

Seney 300

McMillan, MI

x

16

Vildmarksracet

Dalarna, Sweden

x

16

Junior Challenge Race #2

Fairbanks, AK

x

Eagle Cap Extreme

Joseph, OR

x

21-23

x

x

Akiak Dash

16-20

x

x

x

Two Rivers 200/100

Two Rivers, AK

x

x

22-24

Gin Gin 200

Paxson, AK

x

x

23-24

Merrill Winterfest Sled Dog Race

Merrill, WI

23-24

Mahoosuc 100

Milan, NH

23-24

Pagosa Paw

Pagosa Springs, CO

ASDRA Junior Points Race 3

Anchorage, AK

Eukanuba Stage Stop Race

Jackson Hole, WY (start)

22

23
29- Feb 7

30 Chugiak Chinook Skijor Race
30

Guild Mortgage Company 10th Annual
Grand Mesa Summit Challenge

30 Tamworth Sled Dog Race

40 september/october

cancelled due to weather

x

Glenallen, AK

16

x

x

9-12 Copper Basin 300

15-16 Voyageurs Classic Sled Dog Race

cancelled due to weather

x

9-10 Gunflint Mail Run

15
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race season is here!
2016 January-February race calendar

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Anchorage, AK
Cedaredge, CO

x

Tamworth, NH

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Kasilof, AK

Junior Challenge Race #3

Fairbanks, AK

30

ASDRA Junior Points Race 4

Anchorage, AK
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January cont'd

x

x

x

x

x

Mushers Rendez-vous

Preeceville, SK, Canada

31

John Beargrease Sled Dog Marathon

Minnesota

31

Norma Rasmussen Memorial Race

Anchorage, AK

5

Femundlopet

Røros, Norway

6

Yukon Quest

Fairbanks, AK

6

Yukon Quest 300

Fairbanks, AK

x

x

6

x

x

r

r

February
x

x

x

x

Plum Creek Wilderness Sled Dog Race

Greenville, ME

x

x

11-15

UP 200

Marquette, MI

x

x

12-13

Midnight Run

Marquette, MI

x

12-16

Race to the Sky

Seeley, MT

Jack Pine 30

Gwinn, MI

13-14

Camp Ripley Winter Warrior Sled Dog
Race - Midwest Sprint Championships

Little Falls, MN

13-14

Grand Park Dog Days of Winter

Winter Park, CO

x

x

x

13-14

Tug Hill Challenge

Lorraine, NY

x

x

x

13-14

West Harting Down

Near Uppark House, West
Sussex, UK

13-14

ExxonMobil Open

Anchorage, AK

x

Aurora Purebred Race

Big Lake, AK

x

The Pas, MB, Canada

x

13

14

18-20 Northern Manitoba Trappers Festival
19-21

Junior World Championship Sled Dog
Race

Anchorage, AK

19-21

Raven Electric 10 Dog

Anchorage, AK

Junior Fun Run

North Pole, AK

Pembrey Forest

Llanelli, UK

Canadian Challenge

Prince Albert, SK, Canada

25-28

International Scandinavian Stage Race

Unnas/Kitelfjall, Sweden

26-28

Fur Rendezvous Open World
Championship Sled Dog Race

Anchorage, AK

27-28

WolfTrack Classic Sled Dog Race

Ely, MN

27

Jr. Iditarod

Knik, AK

28

Kincaid Classic Race

Anchorage, AK

20
20-21
23

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

*Yukon Quest and Iditarod have differing rules for qualifying races- please refer to the rules of each race organization for complete requirements and list of approved races.
something missing? let us know if we missed a race, and we'll be sure to include it next time! jake@mushing.com
mushing magazine
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NEws

EUKANUBA new title sponsor for the
Wyoming Stage Stop
The International Pedigree Stage Stop
Sled Dog Race changed title sponsorship
to EUKANUBA; now, the race is titled the
EUKANUBA Stage Stop Race. Pedigree will
continue its support of the Stage Stop by
sponsoring the 2nd running of the 8-dog
race, as well as other activities along the race
route. Both EUKANUBA and Pedigree are
brands of Mars Petcare.
The EUKANUBA Stage Stop Race will start
in Jackson Hole, Wyoming on January 29th
and finish on February 7th. This is the 21st
year of the Stage Stop, which includes seven
days of racing, with stages ranging from 35
to 56 miles in length, covering mountainous
terrain across four states.
—

Iditarod: the field is growing and getting
more competitive

The Iditarod field boasts 86 teams, 3 teams
more than last year. (See page 10 for story on
the 9 Norwegian teams competing this year.)
After announcing his retirement from
Iditarod last season, four-time champion

Lance Mackey returns to the field. He retired
after a tough 2015 Iditarod when his frostbitten hands (originally hit by the extreme
cold of the Yukon Quest) mired his run.
Four-time Yukon Quest champion, and top
Iditarod contender Hans Gatt, signed up for
the 2016 race. Always competitive, it will be
interesting to see what he brings to the table
after a several-year hiatus from racing.
The Redington Iditarod legacy continues
as there are three Redington brothers signed
up: Ray Jr., Ryan, and Robert. Ray has been
a top-10 finisher the last few years and there
is no reason not to see him near the top of the
field this year. Ryan has made his way back
to the starting line after focusing on stage
racing in the lower 48 the last few seasons.
The youngest brother, Robert, is running his
rookie race; though, he has a veteran team
consisting of dogs from his yard and his
father Rayme's.
Another interesting story leading into this
year’s Iditarod is the husband-wife team of
Cody Strathe and Paige Drobny who are vying
to be the first married couple to compete in
both the Yukon Quest and Iditarod in the
same year. [Editor’s note: Cody is our longtime contributor to our “SledTech” column.]
The Iditarod ceremonial start is on March
5th, with the race beginning the following

day. After two years of low snow, and last
year's reroute to a Fairbanks start, it may be
too soon to say where that start line will be
located. Think snow.
—

Yukon Quest reverts changes
mandatory rest from 2015

to

After changing the mandatory rest in
Dawson City from 36 hours to 24 hours
for last year’s race, the Yukon Quest has
returned to its roots and reinstated the 36hour mandatory layover at it's "midway"
checkpoint. This is due to feedback from
mushers, race veterinarians, and race
officials.
For 2016, the mandatory layovers will be as
follows:
• 4-hours: Mile 101 or Central, AK
(musher's choice)
• 4-hours: Eagle, AK
• 36-hours: Dawson City, YT
• 8-hours: Braeburn, YT
When the Quest started in 1984, the
founders decided to use a 36-hour mandatory
layover instead of the 24-hour layover used in
the Iditarod because it was believed that 24
hours was not enough rest for the dogs.
The Quest runs to the east this year, starting
in Fairbanks, Alaska on February 6th, and
ending in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.

Join Team
Malamute
on the
2017 Arctic
Expedition!

For more details go to
www.alaskanarcticexpeditions.com
42 september/october
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Sid Robinson is a "back of the pack" middistance musher who has run the Canadian
Challenge seventeen times. He has acquired
6 red lanterns for last place finishes in the
race.
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Specialty Outdoor Gear

Constructed, Designed and Proven in Alaska

Parkas • Bibs • Hats
Musher Mitts • Sled Bags and REPAIRS
Expedition
Anorak

201 Minnie St.
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701
907-451-7555

Check out our new website!

WWW.AKGEAR.COM

Missed an issue?
back issues available @

distancedogfood.com • billy@distancedogfood.com • Billy Snodgrass • 307-455-3052
Elliot Anderson • 608-436-2338

adventure

NO CORN. Fish & Chicken based protein sources.
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UNLEASH THE MONSTER
NOW AVAILABLE IN ALASKA

across the lake to the finish line at La Ronge.
This year’s race will wind up with an
awards breakfast held in La Ronge on the
morning of Saturday, February 27. Tradition
has it that at the breakfast, every musher
winning a share of the race purse will take
the microphone and give back a story from
the trail.
As its name suggests, the Canadian
Challenge is a tough mid-distance race.
Extreme cold weather, steep climbs and
windswept lakes can present serious
obstacles. But the race is a challenge well
worth taking up. Whether they win, place,
or even stop short of the finish line, mushers
who enter the 2016 Challenge can expect to
come away better from the experience.
For more information on the Canadian
Challenge, visit www.canadianchallenge.
com or its Facebook page.

DISTANCE DOG FOOD 33/25

mushing

Canadian Challenge cont'd from pg 21
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Bristol race wrap-up cont'd from page 23
jest. On day 2, Mike’s team was running
strong, but at 1/2 mile from the finish,
one of his leaders had a charlie horse in a
muscle and the team visibly slowed. Mike
carefully piloted the team to the finish line
and narrowly edged out Ken overall with an
overall time of 16:44.027 to Ken’s time of
16:44.686. Mike was visibly emotional as he
congratulated each of his dogs for the race
of a lifetime.
Eight-dog cart is truly a test of teamwork.
The collective power of eight dogs pulling a
driver and cart that weighs under 50 lbs is a
balancing act. These 8 dog teams were really
impressive, stretching their strides out
down the track. The French team of Laurent
Gonsolin took honors in the 8 dog race over
the 3.8 mile course with a time of 18:33.779.
On the last day of competition a relay
race was held with canicross, scooter and
bikejoring. A mass start and subsequent
hand off’s provided electric action for
the fans watching. The changeovers were
handled smoothly in the parallel startfinish area–a great video is circulating on
the internet that is well worth watching.
The Dominik Crittenden space-age designed
carbon scooter with its large wheel, powered
by the dog, Octo, borrowed from Tracz put
on a special show. The pedaling of Dominik
and power of Octo were poetry in motion.

44 september/october
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The banquet on Saturday night was a sell
out with the mayor of Pontiac and many
dignitaries present. Awards were given out
to the winners with cheers, photographs and
yes, some canine champs on the podium.
Race Judge Jim Cunningham did a great job
of MCing at the banquet and the Canadian
Association of Harness Dog Sports took the
opportunity to provide thank you plaques
to Team Canada Captain Murielle Ovenden,
and the race organizers Denis Rozon and
Cindy Lottes.
During the Bristol event, footage was being
shot for the much-anticipated 30-minute
documentary, Dog Power. For people who
don't know much about dog-powered sports,
this exciting documentary aims to inspire,
educate and show the different types of sled
dogs tearing up the international scene.
[Editor’s note: we ran a feature on the
background and development of Dog Power
in last issue.]
Bristol was competitive, fostering a
community of like-minded individuals and
their incredible, speedy canine athletes.
Many new friendships were formed,
Facebook friends met in person and new
relationships were forged to take us into the
future of this sport. Thank you, Bristol, for
making North America proud for hosting
this event. If you have not been to Bristol,
you are missing something special. Book
your ticket now for 2016!•
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Bristol IFSS World dryland Championships Results – Top 3 places in each class
Rank First name

Last name

Country

Total Time

Day 1 time Day 2 time

Rank First name

Last name

Country

Total Time

Day 1 time Day 2 time

Rig 4 Dog Junior

Scooter 1 Dog (2.3mi)
1

Vesa-Pekka

Jurvelin

Finland

13:42.808

06:48.694

06:54.114

1

Tanner

Johnson

United States

18:38.54

09:32.16

09:06.38

2

Dominik

Crettenand

Switzerland

13:53.171

06:50.850

07:02.321

2

Chloe

Baril

Canada

19:16.64

09:45.81

09:30.83

3

Mikael

Petersson

Sweden

14:01.045

07:03.951

06:57.094

3

Emilie

Richard

Canada

19:17.45

09:49.58

09:27.87

Bikejoring Men Senior

Scooter 1 Dog Junior (2.3mi)
1

Nova

Clifford

United States

16:28.019

08:10.204

08:17.815

1

Igor

Tracz

Poland

15:48.71

07:55.51

07:53.20

2

Cloe

Baril

Canada

17:58.323

08:45.671

09:12.652

2

Benoit

Natalis

Belgium

16:04.02

08:15.50

07:48.52

3
TristanJames Rivest
Canada
son
and
bays. During
the late 18:47.382
19th
and
early
Canicross
Men’s20th
(2.3 mi) centuries, successive pieces
of1 theAntony
“Northwest
Territories”
Le Moigne
Francewere calved
17:47.823
off
to
expand
existing
provinces
or
to
create
2
Duval
Victorien
France
19:13.933
new
territories.
British Columbia
became
3
Stijn
Gyselinck
Belgium
19:36.215
aCanicross
province
of Canada in 1871 but prior to
Men’s Veteran (2.3mi)
this,
in
1858,
itPhilippe
had Deshays
becomeFrance
a British 18:48.207
Colo1
Jean
ny known as the Colony of British Columbia.
2
Philippe
Wery
Belgium
19:11.133
With the creation of new countries, colonies,
3
Mihaly
Szasz
Hungary
19:49.203
provinces and territories came government
Canicross Women’s (2.3mi)
responsibility for the delivery of essential ser1
Tessa
Philippaerts
Belgium
21:25.222
vices.
Prime among
these was
the establish2
Marika
Tiiperi
Finland
22:07.571
ment of postal services.
3 Using
HannaBritish Kaipiainen
Finland
22:18.300
Columbia as
an example,
Canicross
Women’s
Veteran (2.3mi)
the
early
delivery
of mail was through the
1 trading
Anne
Vanhove
France1821, 22:54.807
fur
companies
(after
only
the
Bay
CompanyBelgium
remained),
the
2 Hudson’s
Milly
Caudron
24:17.244
church
entrepreneurs.
With
3
Olgaand private
Alvarez Rubio
Spain
24:17.443
the
of the Colony of British
4 Dogestablishment
Rig (3mi)
Columbia,
post
offi
established
in
1
Igor
Tracz ces were
Poland
16:14.692
various
settlements
and
contracts
were
let
2
Bethan
Fitzgerald
Great Britan
17:15.989
for
theAngie
delivery Carter
of mail by United
private
contrac3
States 17:17.098
tors by the Colonial government. In reality,
6 Dog Rig (3mi)
it was a continuation of what had been in
1
Mike
Marsch
United States 16:44.027
place before colonialization. When British
2
Ken
Bernard
Canada
16:44.686
Columbia became a province in 1871, the
3
Jean-Rene
Saucier
Canada
16:57.215
federal
government
assumed
responsibility
8
Dog
Rig
(Day
2
–
3mi)
for mail delivery, but they essentially built on
1 already-established
Laurent
Gonsolin
France of post
18:33.779
the
network
of2
Christopher
Carter
United
States
18:37.669
fices and private contractors. Among these
3
Stephane were
Chouinard
contractors
a certain Canada
number of18:38.307
dog
mushers
who
Canicross Men’s
Juniorwould
(1.6 mi) either contract directly
with
the
1
Asa government
Szegvari or would
Unitedsub-contract
States 17:04.334

3
Patrik
Jadsten
Sweden
08:12.79
09:28.134
by 16:11.21
dog team
along 07:58.42
the full
with
one of09:19.248
the transportation
companies
to transported
Bikejoring
Senior
length of the Klondike Trail from Lake Bendeliver the winter mail. This
wasWomen
particularly
Dawson 16:30.17
City. Hundreds
pounds
true
along 09:03.036
the route of the
Telegraph
1 Yukon
Agnieszka
Jarecka net toPoland
08:22.08 of08:08.09
08:44.787
of
letter
mail
consisting
of
thousands
of letline
which
ran
north
to
Atlin
and
eventually
09:30.893 09:43.040
Bikejoring Men (3mi)
ters made their way up and down the Yukon
to09:46.789
Dawson 09:49.426
City.
1
Igor
Tracz
Poland
15:48.71
07:55.51
07:53.20
During the various gold rushes, when there River in a dog sled. Only first class mail
2
Benoit
Natalis
Belgium
16:04.02
08:15.50
07:48.52
were massive influxes of “foreign” gold crazy was hauled by dog team, there was no room
09:20.284 09:27.923
mail, that
could wait
for the07:58.42
summer
stampeders, governments 3werePatrik
desperate
to for junk
Jadsten
Sweden
16:11.21
08:12.79
09:32.352 09:38.781
when
the
sternwheelers
were
in
operation.
establish jurisdiction over Bikejoring
their territory.
This
Women (3mi)
09:50.145 09:59.058
was true of the Fraser River and Cariboo There was significant co-operation and co1
Agnieszka
Jarecka
Poland
16:30.17
08:22.08
08:08.09
Gold Rushes in the Colony of British Colum- ordination between the Canadian and the
10:25.165 11:00.057
2
Ursula
Steeb
Germany
16:30.37
08:26.39
08:03.98
bia and the Klondike Gold Rush in both the U.S. postal services, and in the early days,
10:56.764
the private
Yukon
and 11:10.807
Alaska Territories.
A fascinating
3
Linn
Beate SindingNorway freighters
16:42.84as well.
08:26.32
08:16.53
11:09.792
In 2011, Canada Post is paying tribute
look at the11:08.508
evolution of the delivery ofLarsen
the
to this wonderful rich history with the prowinter mail took place during
Klondike
Bikejoringthe
Men Junior
(3mi)
11:32.425
Gold
Rush,11:22.382
going back as far as 1893. In duction of a special stamp to be released
1
Forest
Collins
United States 18:19.44
09:10.41
09:09.03
the
Klondike,
both the fledgling Canadian on May 13th, honouring the heritage associ12:02.818
12:14.426
Szegvari ated with
United States
19:46.59 of mail
10:05.44
09:41.15
the delivery
by dog
team
government
as well as the2 U.S.Asagovernment
11:50.789 12:26.654
3 jurisdictions
Joseph
Carey
United StatesThese
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superdogs
mike marsch

2015 IFSS Dryland
World Champion
6-dog class
Bristol, Quebec

text by Mike Marsch
photos by Cindy Lottes Photography

“What is most amazing about this team is how
they overcome deficiencies. This is not a perfect
dog team, but these dogs race with such intensity, they overcome their faults. There’s nothing
that will get in the way of their success, unless of
course Train decides the trail goes over a cliff.”
Train is a John Perry bred dog. Goes back to a German shorthair
pointer line John’s been racing since he started in the sport. A male
named Max is the genetic hero of John’s breeding success. John
keeps his genetic success secret in the deep vault.
Train is definitely the alpha male. He initiates the evening howl and
ends it. He’s a lunatic when it comes time for hook-up. He knows one
direction, very fast and furious. He doesn’t always make the right
decision on challenging trails. He’s taken me into the deep
tracks more than once, but there’s never any hesitation
when it comes to passing, whether head on or
from behind, he finds his opening and goes.

train ♂
{50 lbs}
6 yrs
leader

bean ♂
{65 lbs}
2point
yrs

creamer ♂
{65 lbs}
7 yrs
leader
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Duke’s smarter brother. My future
replacement for Train or Creamer.
All the attributes you want in
a leader: smart, strong, fast,
and teachable. He is a natural.
He ran with the confidence of a
veteran the 1st time I ran him in
lead. What I like most about this
breeding is their gentleness. They
are non-aggressive. They never
consider fighting to be an option.

Another John Perry bred dog,
Creamer has some greyhound in
him. He is a wide body dog, but
the fastest leader I’ve ever raced.
I don’t know how he generates
all of his speed. He muscles up
more than any dog I’ve raced. He
is my gentle giant. He lets Train
physically assault him during
every hook-up. What makes
Creamer exceptional, besides
his speed, is his character. He is
calm and cool. He makes great
decisions during a race. He’ll
always have the right angle going
into a corner and whether we
should pass on the left or right.
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bo ♂

{70 lbs}
2 yrs
wheel

The 3rd Marsch bred brother on the
team. He’s our turbo booster. He runs so
powerfully. He would put the entire team
on his back and finish a race if necessary.
He’s such a gentle giant until it’s time to
hook-up. He then unleashes an energy
that will dislocate the shoulder of most
handlers. For whatever reason at the World
Championships he just stood there until I
gave the ready signal at 5 seconds. He then
lunged forward with such ferociousness
the 4 guys holding the rig got quite a jolt.

blue ♂

{55 lbs}
4wheel
yrs

Another John Perry bred dog. John indicated
this line was developed by a Colorado
Staghound. Blue is strong, fast, and has
Attention Deficit Disorder. It is impossible
for him to run in any position but wheel,
but he makes up for his lack of focus with an
incredibly hard driving attitude. You just hope
there aren’t too many distractions. He can’t
wait for something new to pop up.

duke ♂
{65 lbs}
2point
yrs

He’s a Marsch bred dog, that goes back to a Norwegian pointer
line, Flekken/Aspenlair’s and Ed Streeper’s greyhound line. Fast,
hard driving point dog. He puts constant pressure on the leaders
to go faster. What makes Duke so exceptional is his abundance of
energy and youthful enthusiasm. I don’t know whether I’ll be able
to trust him at lead, although he does run there, because his leader
decisions so far are for his purpose, not mine, but he is only 2 yrs.
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